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ABSTRACT

The patient discharge summary is a document that conveys the patient's story to other
healthcare practitioners, external users, and, most importantly from a financial perspective,
health insurers. A defect or incompleteness in the patient's discharge summary will result in
delays in the collection process through denial of the entire or partial reimbursement claim or, in
the best-case scenario, delay until the discharge summary issue is resolved. The purpose of this
project is to address the issue of the incompleteness of discharge summary from the perspective
of healthcare providers, with the goal of understanding, diagnosing, and intervening in the
research problem.
The research will follow an elaborated action design research (e-ADR) model to create an
intelligent discharge summary that addresses and solves the incompleteness problem. A
diagnosis cycle was applied through six structured interviews using stakeholders from two
hospitals in Jerusalem who regularly access medical records. During this cycle, two artifacts
were created, confirmed, and revised: the documentation flow process and the patient summary
use case.
The design cycle resulted in two artifacts: the patient discharge summary star schema and
a patient visit entity relationship diagram. To evaluate those artifacts, seven structured interviews
were conducted with highly knowledgeable stakeholders.
During the implementation phase that took place at one of the hospitals, an intelligent
discharge summary software was developed as a result of the single implementation cycle. The
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researcher re-ran the software four times to ensure all defects and bugs were removed. This
resulted in a fully-functional intelligent discharge summary that uses the hospital database and
transforms it into a comprehensible discharge summary using Python scripts.
The dissertation concludes with a discussion of the conclusion and limitations of the
research and identifies several future research opportunities.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

Research Motivation
Non-governmental hospital reimbursements are highly influenced by what supporting
documents hospitals submit to sponsors. Two different patients having the same initial diagnosis,
treatment course, and final diagnosis with a similar payment method does not guarantee a
hospital receives the same reimbursement. Reimbursements are determined based on several
factors, such as compliance with the sponsor’s rules and regulations. However, a patient
discharge summary plays a significant role in securing the maximum reimbursement amount a
hospital should be entitled to. Hospitals’ concern about losing revenues leads to developing a
protocol that makes a patient discharge summary more efficient and reliable.
This study is motivated by the need for a reconciliation and assertion tool to ensure all
medical and administrative data are thoroughly and accurately reflected within the patient
discharge summary. According to SCP Health (2016), proper and effective medical record
documentation is vital for communicating with other healthcare professionals and providers,
reducing risk management exposure, improving hospital quality indicators, and ensuring
appropriate reimbursements.
Throughout my extensive professional experience at the managerial level at the
healthcare sector in Jerusalem, I have noticed that the discharge summaries reported to me
internally from the inpatient billing department and externally through claim rejections submitted
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by various health insurance providers are frequently incomplete. The problem arose from
analyzing the increase in the claim denial rate. The following table shows the reimbursement
denial rate for one of the largest sponsors the hospital dealt with during the year 2019:
Table 1. 1. Reimbursement Denial Rate Per Claim

Claim No

Claimed Amount

Claim_TotalDiscount

Claim_FinalAmount

Reimbursement
denial rate

2,915

2,863,988.82

424,408.39

2,504,015.50

17%

2,812

439,051.60

2,632.20

442,726.69

1%

2,805

1,982,564.90

272,937.89

1,751,711.00

16%

2,791

224,577.11

20,913.70

220,363.41

9%

2,788

295,202.83

3,947.69

381,027.78

1%

2,764

3,516,312.99

631,245.59

2,900,967.50

22%

2,745

1,222.00

30.00

1,292.00

2%

2,744

444,346.00

91,294.00

368,054.00

25%

2,732

3,994,602.82

608,854.01

3,479,838.25

17%

2,726

733,843.24

76,362.02

657,481.25

12%

2,710

420,609.12

122,171.18

298,437.94

41%

2,704

4,960,715.76

822,829.46

4,437,087.50

19%

2,683

874,277.94

155,849.22

718,428.75

22%

2,680

135,502.91

18,622.95

116,879.96

16%

2,677

70,615.99

6,141.99

65,074.00

9%

2,674

109,392.99

10,097.99

99,845.00

10%

2,669

152,265.17

31,108.47

118,156.70

26%

2,667

193,241.90

31,678.50

165,412.00

19%

2,663

175,370.30

33,510.00

144,513.50

23%

2,659

99,587.98

20,138.99

82,256.49

24%

2,653

77,265.50

6,353.50

74,272.00

9%

2,651

214,159.05

32,213.50

197,529.05

16%

2,650

145,870.20

23,421.50

125,445.70

19%

2,649

126,246.80

17,881.00

179,878.30

10%

2,648

143,904.60

19,643.00

145,146.50

14%

2,647

52,024.65

5,259.00

52,788.65

10%

2,636

611,812.12

125,437.81

486,374.31

26%

2,635

2,882,389.77

445,464.55

2,436,925.25

18%

2,634

1,947,072.05

314,926.22

1,632,145.88

19%

2,633

1,505,271.09

244,299.87

1,292,371.25

19%
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Table 1.1 provides a snapshot of the claim submission that had been audited and returned
to the hospital by one of the insurance companies that refers patients to the hospital. The first
column (Claim No) is a unique number generated automatically by the insurance company when
the hospital uploads patient files to the insurance company’s system. The minimum and the
maximum number of patient cases that can be claimed in a single claim document are one and
300, respectively. A second column represents the total amount claimed in all cases in one single
claim document. A claim total discount is the third column, which shows how much the
insurance company will discount.
In the fourth column, the final claim amount is calculated automatically by subtracting
the claim total discount amount from the claimed amount. Lastly, the reimbursement denial rate
is the ratio of the claim total discount divided by the claimed amount. The purpose of presenting
Figure 1.1 here is to show real data derived from hospital financial records that prove the
existence of reimbursement denials which, in turn, leads to an awareness of the problem of
incomplete discharge summaries. The hospital records 16% of the allowance for doubtful
accounts on its account receivables since it estimates this amount will not be collected and
discounted; this equates to over 18 million New Israeli Shekel for the year 2018 alone, as
illustrated by the following financial statement for 2018 (Figure 1.1):

Figure 1.1. Allowance for Doubtful Account
Research Problem Statement
A patient discharge summary is a document that explains a patient’s treatment journey
during hospitalization. Generally, it contains different sections beginning with the patient’s
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demographic information, diagnosis, chief complaints, history of present illness, past medical
history, hospital management and course, status on discharge, and recommendations and followup instructions.
Information gathered in a patient discharge summary originates from multiple sources,
such as registration, nursing, physician orders and notes, pathology, radiology, blood bank,
operating room, and so on. Thus, there is a significant chance for information to go missing
during this process, which would impact the quality of a patient discharge summary. The
discrepancies between services provided by physicians and what they document results in an
incomplete patient discharge summary. The incompleteness and inaccuracy of patient discharge
summaries have been heavily researched, and discrepancies among medical records were
identified, proven, and analyzed. However, many scholars have focused on identifying
discrepancies related to specific areas, such as medication discrepancy, but they fail to address
others, such as administrative discrepancy. This narrow focus creates a need to develop a tool to
address all incomplete information and produce a reliable patient discharge summary.
Weiner et al. (2020) have estimated that more than 25% of medical records contain
documentation errors. The impact of these errors resulted in incorrect billings, an
underrepresented level of service, and increased misrepresentation. More scholars have also
identified discrepancies in how medications, examination findings, and physical examinations
are documented (Haglin et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2019; Lau et al., 2000, Ozavci et al., 2021).
Therefore, the consequences of discrepancies among medical records indicate the care was
incomplete and noncompliant with hospital policies, which supports the allegation of negligence
and fraud. It would also cause lost revenue or result in inappropriate billing, which would lead to
charges of fraud.
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The primary objective of this research is to ensure the complete documentation of
hospital patient discharge summaries by developing an implementable tool that could reconcile
all clinical and administrative data. This tool would also help the hospital record its operational
revenues accurately and expedite the billing and collection process.
The first step of conducting this project was becoming aware of the problem, which is the
poor documentation of clinical records in patient discharge summaries and its effects on hospital
financial performance. This awareness was formed based on existing knowledge and supported
by the financial data of the hospital. The financial data showed an average rejection claim rate of
16% for all claims submitted to Israeli sick funds, the Palestinian Ministry of Health, and other
insurance providers. After carefully analyzing the financial data for the years 2018 and 2019 and
reviewing claim rejections files submitted by various insurance providers, we concluded that
unjustified clinical data documented in patient discharge summaries was the major driver of
claims rejections. In other words, the poor documentation of clinical data in the patient discharge
summary led to hospitals losing revenue.
Research Questions
This study aims to answer the following questions:
1. What issues of incompleteness in hospital data lead to reimbursement denial?
2. How do we design an Intelligent Discharge Summary (IDS) to integrate hospital data
from multiple sources to support more effective hospital reimbursement?
3. How do we implement and demonstrate IDS in a real hospital application
environment and evaluate its impact?
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to gain an understanding of the existing research related to
incomplete documentation of medical records and the resulting implications for patients’ safety,
organizations’ reputations, and financial consequences by addressing the objectives of the
research mentioned in Chapter 1. Figure 2.1 shows literature review process used in the current
research study.

Figure 2.1. Literature Review Process
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Two databases were considered to search for articles related to poor documentation and
reimbursement. The first database was the ABI Informal Global database, resulting in retrieving
844 articles related to poor documentation and reimbursement. PubMed was the second database
used and resulted in 36 articles. Within both databases, we selected the options for full-text and
peer-reviewed articles. We also narrowed our search by only including articles written in the
English language.
Existing research confirmed the problem of poor documentation as it was observed
through the researcher’s practical experience. Physicians are too busy to educate themselves
about preparing documentation in accordance with insurance providers’ policies and terms and
conditions, and hospitals are not willing to invest money in providing an education program
unless there is an urgent need (Schaeffer, 2016). This results in an opportunity for this study to
promote a solution that has the machine do the job.
Records Keeping and Documentation
For the patient’s safety, it is vital that all aspects of patient care monitoring are accurately
documented, as the information will be shared among different healthcare professionals who are
involved in treating the patient (Nabwami, 2018). Medical records are kept either through handwritten documents, electronic healthcare records, or a combination of both (Nabwami, 2018).
Information in medical records can be categorized into two groups: knowledge-based
information and patient-specific information (Hersh, 2009). Knowledge-based information
equips different users of clinical data with the knowledge from observations and experiments
that could be directly applied to patients. On the other hand, patient-specific information
provides information about the specific health status of the patient, such as illness history, drugs
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consumed, treatments, and diagnosis (Limsopatham, 2015). Complete, documented recordkeeping should consist of the following (Jevon, 2012; Modi, 2013):
Table 2.1. Characteristics of Complete Medical Documentation and Record-keeping
Attribute
Accuracy & Consistency

Access to medical records
Data comprehensiveness
Timely Information

Clearness

Description
Accuracy refers to the correctness of data collected and inserted
in the healthcare record, while consistency refers to the
reliability and integrity of the data.
Clinical data retrieval is crucial. Data organization and
presentation is a key attribute.
Comprehensiveness refers to data completion with no missing
information either related to administrative or clinical data.
Current clinical information needs documenting as soon as it
occurs.
Information should be presented clearly with no abbreviations
or shorthand.

Maintaining efficient record-keeping plays an important role in developing high quality
of care, reinforcing professionalism, and ensuing good teamwork (Nabwami, 2018).
Privacy and Security of Medical Records
Due to the high importance of protecting patient identity and clinical information, privacy
and security of medical records are a concern that is shared by a variety of stakeholders,
including government agencies, healthcare providers, patients' families, and insurance
companies. Researchers Randolph et al. (1996) identified 14 areas of data security in electronic
healthcare records that require policy development: user authentication, physical security of data
center sites, access control to system resources, data ownership, data protection policies, building
security into systems, security of hard copy materials, systems integrity, user profiles, legal and
liability issues, problem identification and resolution, network security, informed consent, and
education of users. Among these areas, system integrity issues deserve special attention as they
pertain to the completeness, accuracy, and reliability of data. In their study, Vimalachandran et
al. (2016) also mention that data integrity can be difficult to achieve when trying to make data
accurate, complete, and meaningful in electronic health records.
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Incompleteness of Medical Records
Medical records should accurately and thoroughly reflect the patient’s past and present
health condition by documenting all findings, treatments, labs, imaging results, and diagnoses.
Several studies have found that clinical information was missing or incomplete at some stage of
the documentation process; this applies to both hand-written documentation and computer-based
system documentation. Poor documentation was not limited to specific medical specialty or type
of healthcare facility (e.g., general or specialized, teaching or profit, tertiary or primary care
unit). However, poor documentation was more common among resident physicians.
Countryman (2015) indicated that physicians and other care providers had inadequate and
incomplete medical records following audits by payers who want to be compliant with the
Affordable Care ACT (ACA), which requires that providers refund overpayments within 60 days
of identifying the incompletion issue. In another study conducted by McNicholas (2016) about
medical record documentation using ICD-10-CM coding, McNicholas argues that failing to
document clinical procedures and services using specific coding results in pending claims or
even denial. Revenue loss due to reimbursement denial caused by inaccurate clinical
documentation by residents had also been warned of in a pilot study conducted by Garcia et al.
(2017).
In an empirical study conducted by Thoroddsen et al. (2012), medical records were
examined for accuracy and completeness in 29 wards at a university hospital in Iceland. The
results of the study showed inaccurate and incomplete information in patient records. It was
indicated that caregivers documented care either orally or through informal information. Similar
findings were also found in research conducted at a university hospital in Sweden (Gunningberg
& Ehrenberg, 2008).
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In a clinical study conducted by Haglin et al. (2017), the researchers found that residents
at a specialty hospital and academic medical center in Canada failed to obtain sufficient medical
history and document findings completely and accurately. These studies indicate how
widespread the issue of incomplete patient records is.
Reconciliation of Medical Records
Reconciliation of medical records is an essential part of the operation cycle at any care
unit where all clinical services are tracked to patients’ medical records. Reconciliation could be
performed to identify discrepancies across all medical records; however, the most common type
of reconciliation is medication reconciliation, as it plays a crucial role in the patient’s safety
(Michaelsen et al., 2015).
Incorrect documentation of medications represents more than 40% of errors in
medications, which could lead to adverse events (Monte et al., 2015). In a study conducted by
Monte et al. (2015) about the accuracy of the electronic medical record (EMR) reconciliation of
medications given to patients in an emergency department, the researchers found that only 21.9%
of cases were reconciled through the EMR reconciliation record. Reconciliation for medication
should be performed regularly to ensure complete and up-to-date medication records (Mary et
al., 2018). According to Mary et al. (2018), 36.6% of incorrect documentation of medications
were noted when an electronic medical reconciliation was used to identify discrepancies in
recording medication on patients’ medical files.
Discharge Summary
The discharge summary is the final and most important document a patient will receive
during his stay at the health care unit and should conclude all the clinical reasoning and
diagnostic workups. All legal residents of Israel are entitled to covered health insurance, yet this
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does not mean a patient could walk into any hospital to seek care. The Ministry of Health had
identified specific circumstances or cases when a patient could seek care without the need for
financial coverage (see Appendix A for a list of these cases). However, for the hospital to be able
to receive financial coverage or referral from the sick fund where the patient is insured, a
discharge summary should be sent to the sick fund claiming that the patient was admitted to the
hospital according to one or multiple cases outlined by the Ministry of Health. A discharge
summary is also used to claim additional treatment or a change of treatment plan when a patient
is admitted to the hospital through a referral. In many cases in Jerusalem hospitals, they fail to
send a complete discharge summary that describes all services or how the patient was admitted
to the hospital. This leads to reimbursement denial. This problem is not associated with one or
multiple hospitals in Jerusalem; this is a generalized problem among hospitals in Jerusalem.
Several studies have already proven that there are failures in documenting data in the
patient’s discharge summary. If healthcare units encounter these mistakes in a patient discharge
summary (Lenert et al., 2014), they should adopt the “Situation-Background-AssessmentRecommendations” (SBAR) model. The SBAR tool is used as a method where the overall big
picture of the patient’s treatment is explained and communicated based on a specific framework.
In another study conducted by (Rozanec et al., 2015), the researchers suggested that an AutoGenerated Discharge Summary be used to ensure completeness and timeliness of patient
discharge summary. The purpose of the auto discharge summary is to ensure data and
information regarding patient care get passed automatically and effectively to other care
providers.
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Bridging the Gap
In this chapter, we were able to establish an understanding of the current research
problem, which is about poor documentation of a patient discharge summary, by reviewing
several articles that support the existence of the research problem. However, all articles reviewed
in this regard focused on the clinical, patient safety, and quality assurance side of the issue of
incomplete patient discharge summaries; there was little focus on the requirements of the
sponsors.
Although the ultimate goal of a patient discharge summary is to mention all clinical
services provided to the patient during the treatment, it is also crucial to meet the needs of the
payers, insurance companies, sick funds, and the Ministry of Health in justifying the care given
to the patient. Therefore, there is a need for an advanced tool that would not only detect
discrepancies and generate discharge summaries but enhance the outcome of the discharge
summary to minimize deductions and improve the quality of the report.
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CHAPTER THREE:
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Introduction
The primary goal of this research is to ensure the accurate documentation of hospital
medical records by developing an artificial tool that could reconcile all clinical services provided
to the patient during the visit into an intelligent discharge summary. This study can add value to
the healthcare industry by reducing claims rejections due to poor representation of information
and clinical data in the patient discharge summary. The project’s purpose is to diagnose, design,
and evaluate artifacts that could contribute to maximizing reimbursements and minimizing
claims rejections.
Design Science Research (DSR)
The authors Dresch et al. (2016) define Design Science Research as a methodological
approach that introduces innovative artifacts to solve real complex problems. The reason design
science has been classified as a research paradigm is because it is design-oriented science
research (Hevner et al., 2004).
The focus of this method is producing an artifact that solves a domain problem and
provides a solution concept where it should be assessed as value or utility. This research will
follow an approach designed by (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010), which will be used to identify
challenges, problems, and opportunities related to improving a patient discharge summary and
design an artifact that encounters the problem under research. DSR offers an opportunity to
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develop knowledge that will help solve frequent issues in practice by addressing problems
through illustration and examining other strategies (Koneru, 2018). Thus, the goal of DSR
(Mullarkey & Hepner, 2018) is to solve problems in a new or existing challenging environment
with one or multiple novel artifacts that are inspired, motivated, or informed by practice using a
research-ingrained approach to extend current or generate new knowledge that could benefit
scholarship and practice.
According to (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010), the first step of design using this model is
awareness of the problem; this is accomplished by not only identifying the problem but also
defining what it is. Then, a solution to the problem should be suggested using existing
knowledge, theory, or research methodology. After that, the development stage begins by
producing an actual artifact through multiple iterations. The refined design and artifact will be
evaluated through implementation, iterations, and feedback. In the end, results will be concluded
and the project terminated.
Design science research differs from professional design in that DSR approaches an
unsolved, complex business problem in an innovative way and suggests efficient . Conversely,
professional design-build solutions can solve problems through best practices based on existing
knowledge (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010).
The Design Science Research Methodology
Six activities are included in the Design Science process: problem identification and
motivation, the definition of the objectives for a solution, design, development, demonstration,
evaluation, and communication (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010). The following table summarizes
those activities:
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Table 3.1. Design Science Research Activities
No. of
activity
One

Name of activity

Description of activity

Problem identification
& motivation

Specific research problems should be identified, and then
there should be a justification of the value for a solution;
this will motivate the researcher and the audience and helps
in understanding the research problem.
A solution will be based on problem definition, existing
knowledge, and the current situation. The objectives can be
quantitative or qualitative.
Creating the artifact, which could be constructs, models,
methods, or instantiations (Hevner et al., 2004) by
determining the artifact’s desired functionality and its
architecture.
Demonstrating the use of the artifact in experimentation,
case study, proof, or other appropriate activity.
Evaluating the artifact by observing and measuring how
well it supports a solution.
Communicating the design results with researchers and or
other practicing professionals.

Defines the objectives
for a solution

Two

Design & Development
Three
Demonstration

Four

Evaluation

Five

Communication

Six

Elaborated Action Design Research(e-ADR)
The e-ADR cycle follows the ADR cycle but is centered on the argument that
intervention could happen at each stage of the ADR cycle. Furthermore, the e-ADR cycle adds
an eighth step of Abstraction (Hevner et al., 2004) to the seven principles of the ADR.
The e-ADR process consists of four stages: Diagnosis, Design, Implementation, and Evolution,
and five activates Problem Formulation/Planning, Artifact Creation, Evaluation, Reflection and
Learning.

Figure 3.1. E-ADR Process (Mullarkey & Hevner, 2019)
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The authors Mullarkey and Hevner (2015) indicated that each problem situation could
have its own entry point. In other words, there is no specific entry point for initiation in the ADR
stages. According to Figure 3.1 above, Mullarkey and Hevener (2018) suggest four entry points
for the elaborated ADR process model. However, Sein and Rossi (2019) believe that the real
entry point is in the diagnosis cycle under the problem formulation phase only. In this study, our
entry point into ADR will be in the diagnosis cycle occurring during the problem identification
phase.
Contribution to Research
This project was created to address the problem of poor documentation of medical
records and its implications on hospital financial performance. This research is intended to create
solutions by creating an artifact that would reconcile all clinical information during a patient
hospitalization stay to ensure completeness and provide justification of clinical services given to
the patient.
For design science research to be considered efficient, it has to provide clear
contributions while designing the artifacts, constructing knowledge, and designing evaluation or
methodologies (Hevner et al., 2004). According to Hevner et al. (2004), in any given design
science research project, there should be one or more of the following significant contributions:
•

The Design Artifact: Designing the artifact is the most significant contribution of the
project due to the extension of existing knowledge of the unsolved problem or creating
innovative knowledge to solve the research problem.

•

Foundation: Another contribution to the research community is the creative development
of novels, constructs, models, methods, or instantiations that will extend and improve the
existing foundations in the design science research knowledge.
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•

Methodologies: Using and developing creative methods to evaluate the artifact through
experiments, testing, analysis, observations, and descriptive statistics.
Purao (2002) explained the three levels of knowledge contributions that will be

introduced as a result of an effective DSR research project. On level 1, an innovative artifact will
be created to solve complex business problems. Level 2 will contribute to design theory,
principles, and methods. At level 3, a well-developed design theory will be introduced. Figure
3.2 below, created by George (2013), outlines the three levels of design:

Figure 3.2. Design Science Research Contribution Types (Gregor & Hevner, 2013)
In this research project, our focus will be on levels 1 and 2 in developing an innovative
artifact that will attempt to meet the goals and objectives of the study and solve the challenges of
incomplete documentation of clinical records that affect the financial performance of the
hospital. Since this research is considered exploratory research with the aim of developing an
innovative solution to the identified problem, the designed theory will not be well-developed.
Rather, the findings of the research will be discussed to explain the design. Therefore, the
implementation of the system and the results will be discussed to serve as the broad design of the
solution’s principles.
In order to develop these artifacts and progress from level one to level two, a nascent
design theory should be built to describe, understand, and explain business relationships. The
aim of the design theory is to find a solution that is not only applicable to the two hospitals under
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study but to a wide range of hospitals in the region. To achieve this goal, the researcher
identified the eight components of design theory recommended by Gregor and Jones (2007), as
shown in Figure 3.2.
Purpose and scope: Dubin (1969) identified the purpose and scope of the design theory as
the boundaries of the theory. Conversely, Walls et al. (1992) explained it as meta-requirements
or goals that determine what type of artifacts apply to the design theory. For the purpose of this
and similar projects in the region, the purpose and scope will be identified as design principles.
Constructs: Jones and Gregor (2007) refer to the entities of interest in the design theory
as the constructs. In this study, the entities will be represented by the different sections of the
discharge summary, such as the demographic table, the radiology table, and so on.
Principle of form and function: The description of an artifact as explained by Jones and
Gregor (2007). In this project, the design principles will be considered the principle of form and
function.
Artifact mutability: According to Gregor and Livari (2007), artifact mutability is the
status of the artifact. The artifact will grow, change, and adapt to meet the goal of the study.
Testable propositions: This refers to the idea that the approach is adaptable to similar
organizations. the researcher claims that the design theory of this project is generalizable and
could be adapted by other organizations in the region.
Justificatory knowledge: It is the knowledge that gives an explanation to the design.
Principles of implementation: This provides guidelines on how the design could be
implemented in the current study and in other similar settings.
Expository instantiation: The actual implementation of the design that meets the
requirements of the design principles and achieves the goal of the design theory.
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The research aim is to find an innovative way to document clinical treatment, findings,
results, and course management during patient hospitalization stays to solve the issue of
incomplete discharge summaries. Therefore, the DSR project framework and its contributing
knowledge fit perfectly with this study.

Purpose and scope

Constructs

Principle of form and function

Artifact mutability

Testable propositions

Justificatory knowledge

Principles of implementation

Expository instantiation

Figure 3.3. Eight Components of Design Theory (Adapted from Jones & Gregor, 2007)
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Research Project Plan
After discussing, in detail, the process of DSR, AR, ADR, and e-ADR in the previous
sections, we realized that e-ADR is the best approach to be followed in this project to perform a
high-quality and rigorous research study. In this section, however, we will introduce our research
project plan and discuss it in great detail in the following chapters.
The next step of the diagnosis cycle was to confirm the findings produced by the
reconciliation of clinical records to ensure completeness of patient discharge summaries.
Researchers conducted six structured interviews with highly knowledgeable practitioners who
have access to clinical data and are aware of the problem as well. This step will be discussed in
the diagnosis chapter as well; this also resulted in evaluating the artifact by the interviewees.
Then the researcher performed a literature review to gain an understanding of the research
problem and the objectives of this project and identify gaps between what has been researched in
this area and what has not been covered; this information has been discussed extensively in
Chapter 2: Literature Review.
The next phase was the design phase, established by collecting data from structured
interviews, analysis of the data collected, creating the second artifact, and evaluating the artifact
by structured interviews again. All of this will be discussed in Chapter 5: The New Design.
In Chapter 6, we put our design into implementation in a real-life business setting to
evaluate the design and indicate the contribution of the research to the practice.
The last step in the e-ADR cycle is the communication of results and findings to the
audience of academia and practitioners. The following diagram is the initial creation of the
reconciliation tool:
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•Patient Discharge
Summary

Design
•Clinical Data
•Administrative Data

•Automated
reconciliation of
clinical &
administrative data

Diagnosis

Implementation

Figure 3.4. Clinical and Administrative Reconciliation Tool
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CHAPTER FOUR:
DIAGNOSIS CYCLE

Problem Formulation
As indicated earlier, this project will follow the ADR research method with the extension
provided by (Hevner & Mullarkey, 2018). Since we are following the ADR methodology and
focusing on the e-ADR cycle, the entry point for this study is the diagnosis phase, which will be
discussed in this chapter. The diagnosis cycle of this project had been based on one diagnosis
cycle as described in the following diagram:

Exisiting
knolwedge &
Literature reviews

• Understanding
the problem

Chapter Two

Data Analysis
Problem Formulation

• Identifying
evidences of the
problem

Structured
Interviews
Chapter Four

Figure 4.1. One Diagnosis Cycle
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• Evaluation

The following table that was created by Mullarkey (2018) summarizes the outcome of the
diagnosis cycle and activities:
Table 4.1. The Outcome of Diagnosis Stage (Mullarkey, 2018)
Stage 1: Diagnosing
Purpose: Confirm Problem Formulation with Practitioner, including the introduction of relevant theory, prior existing
technologies research, the proposed research model, and the novel artifact creation as a desired outcome.
Knowledge Transfer
•
Practitioner – understanding of existing research on theory and practice for the class of problem and reflection on
most important features in successful artifacts.
•
Researcher – understanding of the chosen Action Research Domain, generally, and the Practitioner’s organization,
specifically.

The first step in the effort to produce a quality DSR project is to formulate the problem.
What formulates the problem is the data gathered from practitioners, end-users, researchers,
existing technology, and prior research (Sein, 2011). At this stage, researchers would be able to
determine the initial scope of the problem, decide the roles and scope of practitioners'
participation, and formulate initial research questions (Sein, 2011).
Data Analysis
To quantify the research problem identified in the previous sections, data analysis of
incomplete documentation is sought; this is the second stage of problem formulation in the ADR
diagnosis phase. The findings in the literature review led the researcher to test the data of two
hospitals in Jerusalem to identify discrepancies between hospital medical records and patient
discharge summaries. The study was not only concerned about clinical discrepancies but also
tested for missing administration and incomplete data as well.
The data used in this stage to identify discrepancies between medical records and patient
discharge summaries focused on a 24-month period, from January 1st, 2019, to December 31st,
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2020. Analyzing data over a 24-month period ensures that data is not biased. The COVID-19
pandemic might have worsened the problem, but it is not the main root of the problem.
The research opportunity will be identified, defined, and conceptualized based on existing
theories and technologies (Hevner et al., 2004; Sein et al., 2011). There are two critical elements
that a researcher should consider when conducting this type of research. The first one is to ensure
long-term commitment from the practicing organization during this stage and beyond, and it is
important for practitioners to know their roles and scope during the research. The second element
is to define the research problem as an instance of a class of a problem.
Since DSR projects are team-based, longitudinal, goal-driven studies and formulate a
problem to meet the needs of the first principle of the DSR process (Mullarkey & Hevener,
2018), the process should involve multiple influencers to produce a quality DSR project. In this
study, the problem is based on collecting information from multiple sets. These include (1)
historical data, (2) literature reviews, and (3) involvement of stakeholders.
Artifact Creation
Following the problem formulation stage, an artifact creation stage is deemed necessary
to expand knowledge and experience. Figure 4.2 highlights the claiming process, which is the
source of reimbursement denial documentation.
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Figure 4.2. Claim Submission Process
Reasons for Reimbursements Denial
Figure 4.3 diagram indicates four reasons for reimbursement denial based on the
experience of the researcher.
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Poor
documentation

Noncompliance
with agreement
terms and
conditions

Reimbursement
denial

Technical
irregularities

Coding & Billing

Figure 4.3. Reimbursement Denial Reasons
As seen in Figure 4.3 above, there are four possible reasons why the hospital’s
reimbursements are denied. The first and the most important one is poor documentation. Poor
documentation represents 70% of the reimbursement denial rate; this includes an unclear
presentation of a patient’s problem and treatment course. There is a lack of supporting evidence
for the treatment chosen, and the length of hospitalization days is unjustified.
The second reason for reimbursement denial is inaccurate coding and billing. The Israeli
coding system is based on Procedure Related Group (PRGs) coding; this makes coding less
complicated for coders. As of August 2021, the Israeli ministry of health published 2200 codes
to be used by hospitals and healthcare units compared to 68,000 ICD-10 codes. Yet, there are
several procedures that are incorrectly coded. Seventeen percent of the reimbursement denial rate
comes from billing and coding-related issues. Issues in identifying which code is more
appropriate to charge create this conflict between claimed amount and reimbursement denial; for
example, the following table indicates three codes for Joint replacement revision. Based on
certain criteria, the coder must choose the most appropriate code to charge for the service.
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Table 4.2. Israeli MOH Price List for Joint Replacement Revision Procedure (Source: Ministry
of Health Price List for Ambulatory and Hospitalization Services)
Service
code
G0319
G0320

Service name
Joint replacement, revision, excluding liner replacement and first stage for infection
Joint replacement, revision, first stage for infection, including spacer implantation

Price A
(ILS)
78,504.00
38,421.00

G0321

Joint replacement, revision, two stage for infection, during the same hospitalization

99,554.00

Non-compliance with agreement terms and conditions is another source of
reimbursement denial; this represents 6% of the reimbursement denial rate. Word-of-mouth or
approval over the phone is not considered contractual agreements to provide services for new
medical treatments or procedures. Uncovered medical expenses are also another figure that
formulates non-compliance with agreement terms and conditions. Referral validity and claim
submission deadlines play a role in rejecting claims.
The last reason for reimbursement denial is technical irregularities; this simply means a
supporting document has not been submitted, such as a birth certificate, or the patient has moved
from one sick fund to another but showed the insurance card (in an emergency) of the previous
sick fund. The patient has lost their residency status and became ineligible to receive financial
coverage. Or the patient received a permanent ID number, but the number on the hospital’s
record is temporary. The focus of this research will be on solving the poor documentation
problem. Thus, the next question that arises is: what causes poor documentation?
Causes of Incomplete Documentation
Through the researcher’s experience in the healthcare field, he was able to detect several
causes of poor documentation through communication with peers from other departments and
reviewing reimbursement denial cases with clinical teams. The following diagram highlights the
most common causes of poor documentation:
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Lack of education is considered among the top causes of poor documentation: the priority
of the medical team is to provide medical services. Although clinical usually document a lot of
information, they fail to document specific information that meets coding purposes. Also, they
are unaware of a policy’s specific terms and conditions with sponsors that are required to be
followed for documentation to be considered sufficient.
The average occupancy rate in Israel is almost 94%; this means doctors are busy and
must see more patients per day. Time puts pressure on doctors in prioritizing their tasks.
Therefore, there will be less time allocated for documentation and less time for reviewing the
documentation by the supervisor.

Figure 4.4. Causes of Incomplete Documentation
Although Electronic Health Records (EHR) made documentation more efficient, concise,
and easier to use, it also plays a role in poor documentation if procedures and policies are not
strictly followed by the clinical team. If physicians are not adapted to EHR, then they might
mistakenly ignore important documents or checklists. Also, there is a specific window where a
doctor can adjust the existing medical record. If the doctor misses that window, then a hassle
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procedure must be followed before the IT department can allow the doctor to adjust the record.
Therefore, doctors might elect to document the change manually on the patient’s hardcopy file
record or add attachments.
Uncertain conditions create an obstacle to proper documentation. For example, the
COVID-19 pandemic stretched the healthcare system around the globe beyond its capacity.
During the pandemic, clinical workers had to work more hours but with fewer members. Teams
were divided into groups to take extra safety measures to deal with the new situation. Group 1
will work shifts A, B, and C for two weeks. Then Group 2 will replace them and work for two
weeks and so on. This situation created anxiety among doctors and made less staff available to
do the normal job. The same situation applies to wartime and natural disasters.
The absence of accountability leads to negligence. Some cases were poorly documented
because the doctor negligently documented less information than expected. It might sound
unusual, but in certain situations, doctors intended to document less on purpose so a second care
unit could accept transferring the patient.
Detecting Completion Issues
The healthcare industry is very complex. To retrieve data in the most efficient way
possible to confirm the existence of the problem and to identify weakness areas, the researcher
requested assistance from the head of the IT department at the hospital to run a query to identify
incomplete issues between medical records and patient discharge summary as shown in the
following diagram:
Thus, there is a need for artifact creation to achieve the goal of detecting discrepancies
between clinical data and discharge summaries. In this study, the initial artifact created is part of
the solution to the research problem. In general, initial artifacts may include descriptions of
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concepts, design problem principles, and solution models (Mullarkey & Hevner, 2018).
Automated reconciliation of data is the initial artifact created as a result of the diagnosis cycle
and during the problem formulation activities. Although there are several reconciliation tools that
identify the discrepancies among medical records, the tool designed in this study provided a
comprehensive solution to data incompletion by identifying incomplete clinician and
administrative data.

Figure 4.5. Interaction Between the Medical Record and Patient Discharge Summary
Overall, 16,983 records of patients were investigated representing hospitalized patients
and excluding emergency patients and outpatients through intervening medical record
reconciliation between medical records, such as initial diagnosis, final diagnosis, hospitalization
report, operation report, imaging report, lab report, visit information report, and patient discharge
summary. Of 29,314 medical records investigated, 12,228 (42%) had at least one discrepancy.
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The discrepancies are categorized into two categories: clinical and administrative discrepancy.
The following table summarizes the discrepancies found between medical records and patient
discharge summary:
Table 4.3. Summary of Query Results
Clinical completion issues
Vacation Dates
Medications
Lab results
Imaging
Procedures
Initial Diagnosis
Final Diagnosis

Administrative completion issues
Patient ID
Admission Date
Discharge Date
Gender
Weight
Physician name
Misspelling

Vacation Dates
A patient will be admitted to the hospital and, during the hospitalization, the patient will
leave the hospital temporarily for a specific period as there is no medical course that could be
offered to the patient during the stay. For example, a patient has a fever, and as a result, no
procedure could be performed until the fever is treated. Treating fever does not require the
patient to stay at the hospital; the patient could leave the hospital and return after several days.
This temporary leave is documented in the visit information, but it is not mentioned in the
discharge summary.
Medications
We found that 4.3% of medications supplemented to the patient during hospitalization are
not documented in the patient discharge summary. However, medications supplemented to the
patient are documented in the visit information report and nursing notes but not reconciled to the
patient discharge summary.
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Lab Results
There are two separate problems in documenting lab results. Firstly, about 3% of lab
results received during the patient’s hospitalization are not reconciled with the patient discharge
summary. Secondly, 100% of lab results received after the patient is discharged are not reflected
on the patient discharge summary. In other words, the patient discharge summary is not updated,
and there is a separate lab results report printed.
Imaging
In total, 1.9% of imaging findings and results, such as CT scan, MRI, and X-rays, are not
documented in the patient discharge summary.
Procedures
Overall, 0.07% of procedures are not reconciled with the patient discharge summary, and
this is true for minor procedures and not major procedures. However, there is a discrepancy
between what had been performed on the patient and what had been documented, but this was
not found as a result of the query function.
Initial and Final Diagnosis
It was found that 44% of the initial and final diagnoses are not reconciled with the patient
discharge summary.
Patient ID
The current political situation faced by people residing in Jerusalem and for temporary
residents of Jerusalem (pending cases of immigration) could affect the accuracy of patient IDs
registered in the system. For example, a newborn baby whose parents, or one of them, have
immigration issues may receive a temporary national identification number. When the
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immigration issue is settled, the patient will receive a permanent number. Overall, 3.7% of
patient IDs are not accurately updated on a patient’s discharge summary.
Admission Date
There are two separate issues related to the admission date. The first one is one the
patient is admitted first to the emergency department and then transferred to the inpatient
department. The admission date on the discharge summary will show the date of the inpatient
department. For example, if a patient is admitted to the ER on day 1 at 21:00 pm then transferred
to the inpatient department on day 2 at 00:00 am. The date that will display on the discharge
summary is the date of day 2; this means the hospital loses one day when it calculates the
number of days the patient stayed at the hospital. This error represents 15% of the data
investigated.
The second issue is the date displayed on the admission box in the discharge summary
differs from the date written manually in the course management section. 13% of dates
investigated in the course management differ from the dates displayed under the admission box.
Discharge Date
Again, there are two issues here as well. The first issue is the discrepancy between the
actual discharge date (death date) and the discharge date displayed on the patient’s discharge
summary. This problem occurs when the physician in charge of the registered nurse forgets to
discharge the patient from the system. Therefore, the system keeps counting days on the patient
as if they are still in the hospital. This discrepancy account for 12% of cases studied. The second
issue is when the doctor opens the discharge summary and finishes writing the discharge
summary a day or two before the actual discharge of the patient. This situation happens when the
patient completes the treatment course but stays at the hospital for more observation. More than
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44% of cases show inconsistent discharge dates between the discharge date displayed on the first
page of the discharge summary and the discharge date on the last page of the discharge
summary.
Gender
We found that 0.5% of cases studied showed a discrepancy in identifying the correct
gender; this has no financial consequences, but it has quality issues.
Weight
Overall, 4% of the cases studied found a discrepancy between the weight at birth
registered in the labor room and the weight at birth registered in the neonatal department; this is
extremely important as the hospital is reimbursed based on the weight. If the patient’s weight at
birth is below 1750gm, then the hospital will be reimbursed for 214,000 ILS, which equals
approximately $65,000. If the patient’s weight exceeds that at birth, then the hospital will not be
reimbursed.
Physician’s Name
When the patient is registered at the hospital, the physician responsible for treating the
patient during their stay will appear on the last page of the discharge summary. 34% of the cases
showed a discrepancy between the actual physician and the physician registered in the patient’s
discharge summary.
Misspelling
Misspelling, shortcuts, and abbreviations are visible in 60% of the discharge summary
under study.
To conclude the outcome of the query, a patient discharge summary does not reflect
accurately all medical services provided to the patient during their stay at the hospital. Also,
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there is missing and inaccurate administrative information such as patient national ID, weight,
admission and discharge date, gender, and physician name.
By completing the literature review and analyzing the results of the hospital’s historical
data, it is time to have practitioners look at the results to validate the findings and identify any
missing information not captured during data analysis.
Data Flow Process
The diagnosis cycle, which is one of the cycles of the ADR approach, provides the
research with an opportunity to create an artifact during the problem formulation phase, as stated
by (Mullarkey & Hevner, 2018). In this study, the initial artifact created is part of the solution to
the research problem. In general, initial artifacts may include descriptions of concepts, design
problem principles, and solution models (Mullarkey & Hevner, 2018). Automated reconciliation
of clinical data is the initial artifact created as a result of the diagnosis cycle and during the
problem formulation activities. Although there are several reconciliation tools identifying the
discrepancies among medical records, the tool designed in this study provided a comprehensive
solution to data incompletion by identifying incomplete clinical and administrative data. The
following diagram shows the medical documentation process at the hospital and the interactions
between the treating physician and other physicians and departments in the hospital. The
purpose of those diagrams is to identify where clinical information goes incomplete and what
weaknesses are in the documentation process.
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Figure 4.6. Data Flow Process
The data flow process figure shows all departments that interact directly with the patient
during hospitalization. Some departments interact indirectly with the patient, such as the finance
department, IT department, and maintenance department.
It is also noted that the documentation process applies to inpatients, and there is a similar
documentation process for emergency patients and outpatients. The focus of this study is on the
inpatient process and the discrepancies that occur in the patient discharge summary (related to
inpatient only). The design of the inpatient documentation process is based on our existing
knowledge and experience; this will achieve validation through structured interviews with high
skills and knowledgeable practitioners from the hospital.
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The inpatient documentation process begins with registering the patient at the admission
department. The patient or the patient’s companion will be asked to provide the admission clerk
with the following information to register the patient:
•

National Identification Number

•

Full Name

•

Date of Birth

•

Gender

•

Name of guardian (in case of an unnamed newborn baby)

•

Address

•

Contact number

•

Health Insurance details
When all necessary information is collected, the system will issue a lifetime unique

patient’s ID number, admission number (every visit requires a new admission number), and
admission date. Then, a treating department and treating physician’s name will be chosen based
on the handwritten admission form, which includes the diagnostic code and the expected
hospitalization days. If the patient has a co-payment plan, the expected cost will be calculated.
Finally, several forms (consent forms, payment guarantees, and other forms) will be issued to be
signed by the patient or the patient’s guardian; this represents the first record for the patient’s
stay at the hospital. Some information such as the patient’s ID, admission date, admission
number, physician’s name, date of birth, gender, and the ID number will automatically be
displayed in the patient’s discharge summary. We used this information to identify discrepancies
between information registered in the admission form and the information written by hand in the
course management section of the discharge summary; this was discussed in section 4.5.
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After registering the patient, the nursing department will receive the patient and start the
documentation process. The information collected mainly consists of the date and time of
receiving the patient in the ward, the nursing care plan and progress notes, the treating
physician’s name, the name of the operation, the vital signs of the patient, and the discharge or
death date. We used the information here, especially the information related to the weight of a
newborn and compared it to the weight at birth registered in the discharge summary.
The most valuable information about the treatment plan and course management of the
patient begins when the doctor starts documenting the information about the status of the patient.
Doctors will start issuing orders and document those orders under the visit information tab.
Figure 4.7 Patient summary use case will discuss the orders issued by a doctor in more detail.
The information documented here is what we used to compare the completeness of the
information displayed in the discharge summary. When we compared the dates stored under
medical records to the dates presented in the discharge summary, we were able to identify
several pieces of incomplete information, as discussed earlier in this chapter.
Patient Summary Use Case
The patient summary use case artifact had been created to identify the interaction
between the patient and departments across the hospital. The following patient summary use case
diagram (Figure 4.7) captures this interaction:
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Figure 4.7. Patient Summary Use Case
The patient summary use case figure shows that the doctor is the main figure in the
patient’s treatment. They issue all orders to all departments dealing with the patient directly to
manage the care plan of the patient. The first order is generally issued to the registration
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department by asking them to register the patient. Then, an order will be issued to the nursing
department to admit the patient to the ward and request several tests to be done to the patient
such as the complete blood count (CBC), urine, and so on.
Depending on the patient’s case, orders might also issue to the pathology department,
imaging, hemodialysis department, and others. All these orders will be documented on the visit
information tab. Also, the findings, test results, pre-op, operation procedure, and post-op notes
will be documented under each tab related to the treating department. Then a final order will be
issued to the resident doctor to write the discharge summary.
To write the discharge summary, a physician needs to access and read the documentation
noted in all the departments that interacted with the patient. The doctor will not summarize all
notes documented in the medical record. However, they will choose the most important
information from their point of view to present in the discharge summary. Therefore, incomplete
information will encourage insurance providers to reject some claims or deduct portions of them.
Evaluation - Identifying the Stakeholders
In order to confirm our understanding of the documentation process and validate the
incomplete information we detected using the reconciliation tool, we decided to present the data
flow process, patient summary use case, and the findings of the query to the hospital’s
practitioners through structured interviews.
The practitioners selected for interviews in the diagnosis cycle and as part of the problem
formulation phase are highly knowledgeable individuals about the research problem through
their accumulated experience in the medical field. These individuals are considered to be
representable of all stakeholders. The following table summarizes their roles in the problem
formulation activities:
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Table 4.4. Identifying Stakeholders
Stakeholder
IT department

Job title
HIS senior Consultant

Finance department

Billing supervisor

Doctor

Medical Reviewer

Quality Assurance

Director of quality assurance
department

Nursing Department

Registered nurse

Doctor

Medical coder

Role in problem formulation
Identify weaknesses in the documentation flow
chart and Patient summary use case
Confirm of findings and results of the
discrepancies related to administrative
discrepancies
Confirm incomplete data in the patient’s
discharge summary
Confirm the inpatient cycle and identify
weaknesses related to incomplete medical
records
Confirm findings related to drugs and use of
medical parts not mentioned in the patient’s
discharge summary
Confirm findings related to clinical
discrepancies found by the query

Data Collection
The data was collected in the diagnosis cycle through six structured interviews with
practitioners from the hospital who have access to the medical records of patients and are aware
of the research problem. The interviews were held at the hospital and at different times and days
to meet the availability of practitioners. The questions asked were open-ended to give the
interviewee the chance to elaborate more on the research problem and identify any missing
incomplete issues not identified by the researcher. All interviews lasted less than 60 minutes
except for the first interview with the HIS senior consultant, where the interview lasted around
79 minutes. All interviews were video recorded. The purpose of the interview was to confirm our
understanding of the research problem and confirm the validity of the identified completeness
issues found by the query and the analysis of the data flow process. Throughout the interviews,
the researcher was able to recognize that there are a lot of incomplete data issues The following
Table 4.5 is the sampling of data incompleteness issues that must be addressed to enable
designing a more appropriate patient discharge summary.
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Table 4.5. Summary of Selected Completion Issues
Action

Incomplete issue
of discharge
summary
Changing
departments and
wards do not
appear on the
discharge
summary

Implication

Scenario

Incomplete data
outcome

Unjustified charges
due to incomplete
and inaccurate
presentation of
hospitalization ward
and this lead to
inappropriate billing

Hospitalization
Form:
CCU: 01/01/2018 to
01/05/2018

Physician selection is
mandatory. During
hospitalization, the
changing physician is
documented in the
medical records

The change does
not appear on the
discharge
summary

Trustworthy,
credibility,
reputation of the
hospital

A patient is admitted to
CCU ward from
01/01/2018 to
01/05/2018, then
transferred to Internal
medical ward from
01/05/2018 to
01/08/2018, then
discharged home
Physician A was
selected to treat Patient
X. However, Physician
A called sick. Thus,
physician B Performed
the surgery.

Adding diagnosis is
mandatory

several records are
missing diagnosis

Unjustified treatment
plan and unjustified
length of stay and
this lead to losing
revenue

Doctor diagnosed the
patient but did not
document the diagnosis
on the system.

Previous Diagnosis of
Patient is the previously
added diagnosis list of the
patient

Several records
are missing
previous diagnosis

Unjustified length of
stay and this lead to
losing revenue

Doctor diagnosed the
patient but did not
document the diagnosis
on the system.

Diagnosis Form:
Blank
Discharge
Summary:
Blank

Services window appears,
from the mirror sign and
by search drug name, user
can find the drug and
select it then press on
select and save

Drug selection is
performed
manually

Incomplete list of
medications that
could have several
influences on
patient's health.
Unjustified charges
and questionable
length of stay.

Doctor requested
penicillin to be given to
the patient. Pharmacist
prepared and delivered
the order and nurse
executed it.

Drugs Form:
Penicillin has been
registered under
patient name.

Cancelling admission is
processed through the
system by clicking
Cancel Protocol button in
top of the screen in the
medical record window

Admission
cancellation is
performed
manually and not
always
documented

Reputation of the
hospital and over
billing

A patient was admitted
to the hospital and
hospitalized for at least
one day the admission
was cancelled due to
malfunction of MRI
device.

The admission department
and ward are selected
during registration. When
patient transfers to another
department and another
ward, this change is
documented on the system
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Discharge Summary:
CCU: 01/01/2018 to
01/08/2018
Operation Form:
Physician B
performed the
surgery.
Discharge Summary:
Physician A
performed the
surgery.
Diagnosis Form:
Blank
Discharge
Summary:
Blank

Discharge
Summary:
No drug was either
documented or
documented as
antibiotics.
Visit Information
form:
Visit cancelled due to
technical issue.
Discharge
Summary:
Patient was
discharged home with
no mentioning of
cancelling admission.

Table 4.5 (Continued)
Action

By click on add service
button, all services were
given for the patient
appears in the list of
services, such as lab tests,
rad exams and drugs
Observing other reports of
the admission is
accessible

Writing Letter
(Temporary Discharge
Letter) for Inpatient is
specified for up to 8 hours

Incomplete issue
of discharge
summary
services appear on
discharge
summary but the
findings don't

findings of these
reports are not
always reconciled
with discharge
summary

Several patients
temporarily leave
the hospital for
more than 8 hours
and temporarily
leave does not
appear on
discharge
summary

Implication

Scenario

Incomplete data
outcome

Unjustified charges.
questionable length
of stay

A patient during
hospitalization
underwent CT scan.

Radiology report:
CT scan was done and
the findings are…

Unjustified charges.
questionable length
of stay

Over billing.
Reputation of the
hospital

A new born baby is
admitted to neonatal
department then to be
transferred to pediatric
open heart department

A patient admitted to the
hospital from
01/01/2018 and
discharged on
01/10/2018. However,
patient was on leave
from 01/05/2018 to
01/07/2018 due to fever
that could be managed at
home.

Discharge
Summary:
CT scan was done.
Neonatal Report:
Patient admitted to
gain weight. Her
weight is 1750gm.
Discharge summary:
Patient was
transferred from
neonatal department.
Visit information
form:
A patient was
admitted on
01/01/2018 and was
on leave from
01/05/2018 to
01/07/2018 due to
fever then discharged
on 01/10/2018.
Discharge summary:
A patient was
admitted on
01/01/2018 and
discharged on
01/10/2018.

Reflection
Data collected from the interviews were analyzed to confirm the understanding of the
research problem and validate the findings of the query and the analysis of the inpatient
documentation flow process and the Patient summary use case. Interviewees were able to
confirm all findings of the discrepancies resulting from the query. But they added seven more
discrepancies that the research failed to identify either by running a query or through analyzing
the weaknesses of the inpatient data flow process.
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Table 4.6. Summary of Additional Data Completion Issues
Incomplete data
Pending laboratory tests

Physician’s contact information
Multiple physicians managing
the patient

Instructions
Shortcuts and abbreviations

Medication changes and the
reason for the change
Method of medications

Description
Some cultures, especially in pathology and genetics, take several weeks for the
results to be received. During this time, most patients would have left the hospital.
However, patient discharge summaries do not indicate that there are results still
pending.
The physician’s contact information is not displayed in the patient discharge
summary.
In some complicated cases, multiple physicians manage the care of the patient, but
this is not reflected in the patient discharge summary. For example, a newborn baby
who needs to go under pediatric open-heart surgery will be managed first by the
neonatal department, then pediatric open-heart department, and could be returned to
the neonatal department again.
Some patient discharge summaries do not include instructions for the patient to
follow after discharge.
The majority of patient discharge summaries have abbreviations and shortcuts that
would make it difficult for the patient, other care providers, and insurance companies
to understand those abbreviations and shortcuts.
Some physicians fail to document the changes in medicine and the reason why this
change happened.
Most patient discharge summaries do not indicate methods of medications. There are
several methods of giving medication that would affect the length of stay. These
methods are:
o Intravenous (IV) (into a vein)
o Oral (by mouth)
o Intramuscular (IM) injection (into a muscle)
o Subcutaneous (SC) injection (under the skin)
o Intrathecal Therapy (within the spinal canal)

While interviewees confirmed the documentation flow process diagram, they suggested the
patient summary use case diagram should be modified to show multiple physicians managing the
same patient during the same hospitalization stay. Therefore, the patient summary use case has
been modified to reflect the changes requested by the interviewees as represented in Figure 4.8.
Learning
Following the completion of interviews with stakeholders, it is obvious that incomplete
documentation occurs in the patient discharge summary with issues across almost all sections of
the discharge summary, such as hospitalization dates, medications, more information about ways
of medications, and detailed information deemed to be necessary for the radiology, pathology,
operation, blood bank, and laboratory test sections.
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Figure 4.8. Revised Patient Summary Use Case
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Surprisingly, when the researcher was aware of the problem before starting the diagnosis
cycle, it was surprising to find a lot of data incompleteness issues, specifically in the medication
section where incomplete information regarding method of medications and the instructions
could contribute directly to the health status of the patient. Also, documenting the method of
medications and instructions is very important to justify the length of stay and the treatment plan,
as well as to indicate the quality of care provided to the patient.
Therefore, there is a need for designing an artifact that detects incomplete data and
completes the missing information in various sections of the discharge summary to minimize
reimbursements denial and provide a consistent and clean story of the patient journey during a
specific visit.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
INTELLIGENT DISCHARGE SUMMARY DESIGN

Problem Formulation
After discussing the diagnosis cycle in the previous chapter, this chapter moves to the
next phase of the ADR stages: the design cycle. In this design cycle, we are following the
direction of an elaborated ADR process that was designed by Mullarkey & Hevner (2019. Again,
in the cycle, the same interactive activates that were followed in the diagnosis cycle will continue
to be followed in the design cycle: Problem Formulation (P), Artifact Creation (A), Evaluation
(E), Reflection (R), and Learning.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the problem of incomplete patient discharge summary as
diagnosed through the diagnosis cycle needed to be confirmed in the design cycle. The initial
design of the artifact during this phase was based on existing knowledge, literature review, and
interviews with stakeholders.
During the diagnosis phase that was discussed in detail in Chapter 4, we had developed
two artifacts: documentation flow chart and patient summary use case. The discrepancies that
were identified through those diagnosis artifacts were confirmed by structured interviews with
stakeholders. The next step had been designing artifacts that confirm the outcome of the
designed and intervened artifacts to improve the outcome of the patient medical record.
We need to design a solution to mitigate the problem of data incompleteness in the
discharge summary. To achieve this goal, we are going to build a data schema using XML to
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extract data from the database according to the identified new data schema then we are going to
process the new data using Python language to present the data in the new discharge summary in
a complete manner.
Artifact Creation
To design a solution that meets the hospital’s ambitions in issuing a complete patient
discharge summary to support the financial claims sent to the various health insurance
companies, which protects the institution from any deductions related to the lack of information
in the discharge summary, the researcher had to design two tools to meet this purpose and these
two tools will be discussed in the following sections.
Discharge Summary Star Schema
To represent multidimensional data, we used a star schema model that contains one fact
table in the center surrounded by 10 dimension tables as shown in Figure 5.2 which makes it
easier to understand the data and the entity-relationship among it. To design the discharge
summary star schema, we followed the following steps bearing in mind that each dimension has
a primary key and no parent table:

Demographic

Patientno

Dimension

Columns

•Patient care process identification
•Fact table

•Measure identifications
•Facts identifications
•Dimension identifications for facts (visitinfo, hospitlizationinfo,
medicalorder, drugorders, pathologyorders, labtestsresults,
radiologyexamresults, operationresultinfo, bloodunitinfo)

•Dimension description(sponsorid, givendrugcode, testid,
departmentid,examname, operationcode,productno,
initialdiagnosiscode...etc)

Figure 5.1. Steps in Designing Discharge Summary Star Schema
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While creating the discharge summary star schema, we made sure to follow a logical
structure in organizing the data through ordered levels. For example, we used the hierarchy to
indicate the full patient name (Name) rather than using a patient’s given name, father’s name,
and surname. Therefore, we aggregated the data into a single level to have a less complex query
that leads to easier understanding.

Figure 5.2. Discharge Summary Star Schema
The facts on the demographic fact table in the discharge summary schema were
aggregated at the same level and connected to the visitinfo, hospitlizationinfo, medicalorder,
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drugorders, pathologyorders, labtestsresults, radiologyexamresults, operationresultinfo, and
bloodunitinfo dimensions through foreign key. The fact table presented in this research is
considered an accumulated fact table because we are able to define a hospitalization starting date
(date of admission) and hospitalization ending date (date of discharge).
There is only one single dimension table for each dimension, but they are not connected.
They are only joined with the fact table. Also, each dimension table has a set of attributes, and
their purpose is to describe the contents of the fact table. In each column, there is at least one
unique primary key (PK) to identify every record in the dimension table. The dimension tables in
our study are mixed of roleplay and conformed dimension.
Each entity table in the discharge star schema serves an important role in making the
discharge summary complete. The demographic table which is the heart of the discharge
summary star schema is vital for the completeness of the discharge summary because it includes
all the demographic information about the patient which is essential to indicate the identification
of the patient that are helpful in pointing out that this discharge summary belongs to this patient.
This is also important for billing and reimbursement purposes. Any claim submitted to insurance
providers should have the patient demographic information on each supporting paper submitted
by the hospital to reimburse the healthcare costs provided to the patient during the
hospitalization. The demographic record will be the first record to be created in the hospital
database and will always be retrieved once the patient visits the hospital again.
The visit information entity is required to be part of the discharge summary as it indicates
the patient-specific visit. Each visit has a unique visit information record which is represented by
a visit number. The visit information table contains information about the date of admission/visit
which is important because this date will be used as the starting point in charging the patient. The
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admission date is generated automatically from the system when the patient is registered at the
registration office. Another important date is the discharge date which indicates when the patient
stopped receiving care and this is the end of charging costs. This date is generated automatically
when the patient is discharged from the hospitalization department. While the admission and
discharge dates indicate when the patient was admitted and discharged from the hospital, the
hospitalization start, and end dates represent when the patient received and transferred from the
department (the ward). It is critical for accurate billing and claim processing to show how many
departments have treated the patient. The bed price in the ward differs from the bed price in the
intensive care unit and the bed price in the neonatal unit differs from the bed price in the
pediatric unit. That's why it is important to have each department visited by the patient during the
same hospitalization listed in the discharge summary with start and end date.
The visit information entity also contains data about the source of payment such as
sponsor id (e.g., Palestinian Authority, Clalit Sick Fund) and agreement id (e.g., 100%, 95%,
90% coverage), referral number, and referral date. All this information is necessary to match the
information printed in the invoice to eliminate reimbursement denial due to administrative
issues. Type of admission and discharge and the status of discharge is considered a vital aspect
of the discharge summary as it indicates the status of the patient when admitted and discharged
from the hospital. Type of admission indicates whether the patient was admitted as an urgent or
elective case. If the patient was admitted as an elective case, then the hospital must comply with
the diagnosis printed in the referral form only. Any changes to the procedure mentioned in the
referral form should be approved by the insurance provider before the patient receives the
treatment. If the patient was admitted as an urgent case, then the hospital has the right to charge
the insurance provider whatever necessary procedures have been performed. While it is
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important for the hospital to indicate the status of the patient during admission, it is also
important to show how the patient was hospitalized. The patient could be admitted to the hospital
as an inpatient, outpatient, or emergency visit type. If the patient first visited the outpatient clinic
or the emergency department and then transferred to the ward, then the hospital must not claim
reimbursement for outpatient and emergency fees. Also, the referral form should be changed
from emergency or outpatient to inpatient to secure reimbursement.
The hospitalization info entity supports the visit information entity by indicating why the
patient had been hospitalized, where they were hospitalized, and why they were transferred from
one department to another. The insurance provider will examine the justification for
hospitalization and transferring the patient from one department to another. If this information is
missing, then there is a high probability of reimbursement denial.
The importance of medical order entity comes from the physician’s written notes that
summarize the story of the patient during the hospitalization. This section is the main source of
information for the hospital management and course section in the discharge summary. The
insurance provider will read this section line by line to assess the charges claimed by the
hospital.
The treatment plan is determined based on the identification of initial and final diagnosis.
Thus, it is important to have the diagnosis entity as part of the discharge summary to explain and
justify the purpose of the chosen treatment plan.
The rest of the entities (drug order, laboratory results, pathology, radiology, blood bank,
and operation) serve the same purpose of listing all services, procedures, and tests provided to
the patient during the hospitalization. Any missing information relating to those services will
lead to reimbursement partial or complete denial. It is important to notice that not every patient
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receives pathology, radiology, blood bank products, or procedures. However, when the patient
receives one or all these services, they should appear in the discharge summary as proof of
treatment plan and a justification of length of stay.
After creating the discharge summary star schema artifact based on the diagnosis cycle
and problem formulation in the design cycle, it is time to ensure the design of the discharge
summary meets the need for a complete discharge summary to minimize reimbursement
rejections. Following the e-ADR approach, this could be done by conducting interviews with
stakeholders who can evaluate the new design against completion requirements.
Patient Visit ERD
For better representation of the relationships between the entities, an entity-relationship
diagram (ERD) deems to be necessary and useful for identifying these relationships. The purpose
of a patient visit ERD is to provide a picture of how entities interact and relate to one another and
to develop the blueprint of a new intelligent discharge summary. The following diagram
illustrates the relationship between the patient, the doctor, and the different entities (departments)
that interact with the patient during his visit and contribute to his wellbeing.
The doctor is the key person in treating the patient, as we have shown in the patient
discharge summary use case. In this way, the doctor entity is placed at the center where all orders
will be issued to the different departments in accordance with the patient's treatment plan. The
doctor has direct and multiple relationships with the patient. Thus, he can issue orders for the
patient's registration, treatment, and discharge. All physician orders and notes are stored in the
physician notes file.
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Figure 5.3. Patient Visit Entity Relationship Diagram
The doctor will order the laboratory to test the patient. The laboratory record will contain
information about the test date, test name, requested physician's name, as well as test results and
findings when the results are available. The doctor may also order pathology or radiology
services depending on the health status of the patient. Under these two records, data is stored
similar to that of the laboratory file but with additional information relating to the pathologist's
and radiologist's recommendations.
The patient health record begins with the hospitalization information. The hospitalization
info entity contains information about the name of the ward where the patient is hospitalized.
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Each ward has a room, and every room has at least one bed. A unique bed number is assigned to
every patient, which contains information about the ward and the room. It is important to know
where the patient is staying because different beds have different rates. A private room or an
isolated bed will have a different price from a regular bed. Thus, by using the bed record, we will
be able to track all transfers that the patient undergoes, for example, when a doctor orders a
transfer from the ward to the operating room and from the operating room to the Intensive Care
Unit (ICU).
Pharmacy records will include information regarding the drug name, quantity, method of
administration, frequency, route, and form. Any medication given to a patient must be ordered
and approved by the physician. Nurses will typically administer medications in a hospital setting
and will document their management in nursing notes.
In the operation record, it will be documented if the patient has to undergo surgery or a
procedure. The operation file contains data about the operation/procedure code, name, date, and
results. The doctor must issue an order to the anesthesia department before any procedure or
operation is approved.
Evaluation
The purpose at the stage of conducting a one-on-one qualitative interview is to
evaluate the design of the discharge summary star schema and to ensure that it covers all
necessary information that needs to be included in the final discharge summary document.
Only the HIS senior consultant and the medical reviewer were selected from the stakeholders
who were interviewed in the diagnosis cycle, and they were selected because they contribute
directly to the problem under research. The researcher selected an additional five stakeholders to
cover all entities presented in the discharge summary star schema. All stockholders were highly
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knowledgeable individuals about the research problem through their accumulated experience in
the medical field. These individuals were considered to be representable of all stakeholders. The
following table summarizes their roles in the problem formulation activities:
Table 5.1. Identifying Stakeholders in the Design Cycle
Stakeholder
IT department

Job title
HIS senior Consultant

Pathology department

Pathologist

Doctor

Medical Reviewer

Pharmacy Department

Pharmacist

Radiology Department

Radiologist

Laboratory Department

Lab technician

Blood Department

Blood bank specialist

Role in problem formulation
Identify the logic of discharge summary star
schema
Evaluating the pathology dimension table and
ensuring all information are being represented
Evaluating the content of the discharge summary
star schema by ensuring all contents tell the
story of the patient
Evaluating the drug dimension table and
ensuring all information are being represented
Evaluating the radiology dimension table and
ensuring all information are being represented
Evaluating the lab dimension table and ensuring
all information are being represented
Evaluating the blood bank dimension table and
ensuring all information are being represented

The data was collected in the design cycle through seven structured interviews with
practitioners from the hospital who have access to the medical records of patients and are aware
of the research problem. The interviews were held at the hospital and at different times and days
to meet the availability of practitioners. The questions asked were open-ended to give the
interviewee the chance to elaborate more on the evaluation of the related dimension table except
for the IT senior consultant who was asked to evaluate the logic of the discharge summary star
schema. All interviews lasted less than sixty minutes but with multiple interviews with the IT
senior consultant to confirm the revised discharge summary star schema.
Data collected from the interviews were transcribed through Nvivo software, and the
researcher found four themes related to clinical documentation: (1) informative data, (2)
duplicate orders, (3) clarity, and (4) technical issues.
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Informative data: all participants, excluding the HIS senior consultant, described that
information in the discharge summary should be informative by explaining in enough detail the
health condition of the patient from the perspective of all involved clinical departments. For
example, radiology opinions about performing certain procedures should go in line with the
opinion of the managing doctor. It would be unlikely that the radiologist's report recommends the
operation is not necessary but, the next day, the patient undergoes that operation.
Duplicate orders: in some cases, duplicate orders will be issued by multiple doctors
without paying attention to the existing pending order. This requires a follow-up communication
from the performing department with the requesting department to confirm orders. Therefore, the
services requested do not reconcile with performed services all the time.
Two stakeholders (radiologist and pathologist) emphasized that clear instructions were
needed on requesting orders through identifying the test's clinical indications. The stakeholders
stressed the importance of specifying the exam protocol and ensuring its medical necessity.
Therefore, valid indications must be provided before an order is executed, and orders should be
specific.
As technology advances and more diseases are discovered every day, it is necessary to
update the order and add new orders as determined by the operating manager, lab and blood bank
technician, pathologist, and radiologist. International classification of diseases (ICD) codes are
updated frequently. As a result, there is a need to update the system as well. Some orders are
changed by the performing department when there is an error or a second exam is needed
because of abnormal findings. The IT consultant observed that placing an order or entering
findings and results on time appears to be a problem in some cases. After discharge, the system
will lock down the patient visit.
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The interviewees reviewed the discharge summary star schema and the patient visit ERD
diagram and were able to confirm most of the information presented to them. However, they
requested some corrections and modifications to be made to both artifacts to deal with the
redundancy issues found in the star schema and to better design the patient visit ERD. is the
patient visit ERD was noted to be currently very broad and did not contain proper relationships
between entities. All changes requested will be discussed in the reflection phase.
Reflection
Following the discussion with the stakeholders and specifically, the IT department, they
confirmed the patient discharge summary star schema with some modifications to be made on
the current design to ensure presenting data completely. To reflect the changes requested by the
stakeholders, we included the medical order id in the tables of drug orders, lab test results,
pathology, radiology, blood bank, and operations. This is in line with the discharge summary use
case where orders are issued by doctors to multiple actors. Therefore, the medical order id should
be found on the previously mentioned tables to validate the services provided to the patient.
Figure 5.4 is a revised discharge summary star schema.
Again, the IT department requested major changes to be made on the patient visit ERD
and suggested that we translated the discharge summary star schema to the patient visit entity
relationship diagram because the star schema does not define the sections tight enough to
generate an XML file. The relationship among the tables in the healthcare industry is complex
and needs to be identified properly to help generate data effectively and completely. Therefore,
there is a need for an entity-relationship diagram that explains the relationships among multiple
tables as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4. Revised Discharge Summary Star Schema
As can be seen in the diagram below (Figure 5.5), there are elven entities that formulate
the patient visit ERD. Each box represents an entity and is joined with another entity through a
line that determines the relationship between them. All entities in the diagram are considered
strong entities as they are independent of the rest of the entities and have a primary key (PK).
Each entity is identified through one unique PK. However, the foreign key or keys (FK) could be
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found in all entities with one-to-one or one-to-many relationships between the entities. To
understand the different types of cardinalities, check Appendix D.

Figure 5.5. Revised Patient Visit Entity Relationship Diagram
The IT senior consultant was contacted again through a one-on-one Interview to evaluate
the patient visit diagram and the relationship between the entities to enable us to develop an
XML file. The meeting took place at the hospital in a conference room and lasted for 50 minutes.
The researcher walked the IT consultant with all the changes he made to the star schema and
reflected those on the patient visit entity relationship diagram. The IT consultant was able to
confirm all these changes and validate them through his long experience in this practice. The
development of an XML file is offered in Appendix D.
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Learning
Following the completion of the structured interviews with stakeholders in the design
cycle and conducting multiple interviews with the IT senior consultant, the interviewees were
able to validate the patient discharge summary star schema with modifications on how the
relationships between the entities improved to produce a complete discharge summary. The
changes were made by having the medical order ID in the other entities to keep up information
related to specific visits all in the same discharge summary without the need for bringing
information that relates to historical visits. Medical order ID will provide additional validity and
confirmation to the data that should be imported from other entities and sent to the intelligent
discharge summary.
With regard to the patient visit ERD, feedback from the structured interviews and
specifically from the IT department clarified and validated the presence of the contents of the
ERD but not the relationships between the entities. The IT department requested that the patient
visit ERD be restructured in a better way to show the relationships between entities in a proper
manner. Relationships should be identified through PK and FK, and other contents should be
presented. Although doctor and patient have a direct relationship, what needs to be presented is
the demographic file be in the center and connected to other entities through PK.
Surprisingly, there are so many different ways to create an ERD but, in order to create
one that suits the need of creating an intelligent discharge summary, the relationships between
the entities need to be identified through better connectors to help in bringing all the data
required in the discharge summary to be considered complete and contribute directly to the
research problem. It is very important for a researcher to understand the relationships among all
entities to produce a narrow downed ERD.
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CHAPTER SIX:
INTELLIGENT DISCHARGE SUMMARY IMPLEMENTATION

Problem Formulation
Data collected from diagnosis and design cycles showed clear evidence for the need of
developing a tool that could complete the missing information in the discharge summary to meet
the requirement of insurance companies in order to minimize reimbursement denial rate.
However, the healthcare industry is a complex environment where many actors from different
backgrounds contribute to a single case. Those actors, as described in the patient summary use
case, have their own set-up of work that meets their requirements to satisfactorily complete the
job. The question that arises in this situation is: how could an intelligent discharge summary be
implemented and intervened to collect sufficient data that helps in minimizing reimbursement
denial rate?
Artifact Creation - Intelligent Discharge Summary Software
As discussed in previous chapters and section 6.1, the evaluation of creating diagnosis
and design artifacts provided validation for the e-ADR outcomes. These outcomes were
summarized by patient visit entity-relationship diagram as discussed in great detail in Chapter 5
sections 5.2 - 5.5. We began the software development process by developing the content model
through using the XML schema as described in the Figure 6.1 below:
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Figure 6.1. Schema
Then, the schema was edited several times based on the interviews with stakeholders and
specifically with the IT consultant in the design cycle. Next, the researcher was able to validate
the XML document through Altova XML spy framework application. After validation, the file
was sent to the IT department at the hospital to extract the data according to the content model to
produce comma-separated values (CSV) file of all entities mentioned in the patient visit entity
diagram. Once the CSV file was ready, we developed a Python script, as can be found in
Appendix 6.1. Then, we validated the new file and finally produced the intelligent discharge
summary. The whole process is summarized in the following figure:
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Figure 6.2. Intelligent Discharge Summary Software
Evaluation – Test Cases Software Testing
After creating the intelligent discharge summary software, it is time to test it to make sure
no defects or bugs exist that affect its functionality. The main objective of testing the software
are validation and ensuring the output matches the requirements of the patient visit entity
diagram. Sapna and Mohanty (2010) believe effective software testing depends on a determined
and detailed set of conditions (input parameters, execution conditions, results, and expectations)
which are referred to as test cases (TC). According to Narciso et al. (2014), test cases
selection(TCS) is determined based on determined criteria of interest to choose specific subset of
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test cases. This approach is very important in developing test strategies that lead to eliminating
redundant and unnecessary data as well as maximizing detecting bugs and faults. Hamilton
(2021) has determined five steps to be followed on how to write test cases. The researcher
followed these steps and created the following figure to show adaptation and discussion of the
steps:

Step 1

Simplyfying test case while explanning the senario

• In our project we request all sections of the patient visit ERD to be presented. In other words,
check for patient demographic info, visit info, hospitalization info, radiology order, pathology
order, drugs order, operation info, lab test result, and diagnosis info

Step 2

Test data should be available to excute the test case

• Data for testing are available for the years 2018,2019 and 2020

Specific set of actions should be performed to excute
the test case
• In our study, we have created an XML file that extract data from the
database of the hospital and transofrm it into an CSV file format.
• Then, we created Python script that takes the exisiting data from the
CSV file and process it to issue a comple discgarge summary

Step 3

Step 4

Expected results should be known
• We expect all data under each section to be presented in a complete
manner then we compare expected results against actual result to assign
a pass or fail status

Step 5

Existance of test pre-conditions should be available
• Pre-condtions would be having access to the database before we start the
testing. we arranged this with the IT department to ensure their
availabilty and receive a permission to test the data on the hospital
server. Also, we ensured the availability of the medical reviewer and
medical coder to help us evaluating the outcome of the test
Figure 6.3. Writing Test Cases Steps
To perform test cases as we have discussed in the above steps, we have to identify the
criteria for selecting cases in order to make cases testing productive, feasible, and efficient. The
following diagram shows how we selected the cases based on the availability of data:
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Figure 6.4. Cases Selection
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Reimbursement denial cases: This is the file that the hospital receives after insurance
companies audited claim submission and indicate the reasons for claim rejections. We have
discussed this file in detail under reimbursement denial causes in Chapter 4. This file is the
source for selecting cases to be tested.
Categorize by denial rate: We have classified data based on reimbursement denial rate
because we are interested in testing cases with higher discount rates as it reveals more problems
and issues that could be comprehensive and a representation of all incomplete data issues we
discussed through our study. We are not interested in testing data with a 5% or less discount rate.
Denial cause: after we had refined the reimbursement denial cases to include only a high
discount rate, we categorized the cases according to the cause of reimbursement denial. As we
have learned from Chapter 4, while discussing the cause of reimbursement denial, we are
interested in issues related to data completeness as this is the scope of our research. Therefore,
we have selected cases that have at least one data completion issue.
Categorize by department: The purpose of this categorization is to ensure select cases
from multiple departments (internal medicine, thoracic surgery, pediatric, neonatal, orthopedic,
open heart, and so on) rather than selecting cases from a single department.
Testing cases generally take time and require tremendous effort. Due to lack of time and
the busy schedule of stakeholders, we have selected ten cases based on the criteria we discussed
above and we believe this selection is sufficient taking into consideration the timeliness
limitation. To document cases test results we have adopted the following test case template from
Software Testing Help (2021):
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Test Case ID

Test Case Description

Created By

Review ed By

Version

Date Tested

Test Case
(Pass/Fail/Not

QA Tester’s Log
Tester's Nam e
S#

Prerequisites:

S#

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

Test Data Requirem ent

Test Conditions
Step #

Step Details

Expected Results

Actual Results

Pass / Fail / Not executed /
Suspended

Figure 6.5. Test Case Template
To meet the hospitals’ policies and regulations, as well as to ensure the privacy and
confidentiality of the cases being studied, the testing will take place at one hospital under
investigation in the IT department on the morning shift. We executed the test and identified
several bugs during the first try as shown in the figure below:

Figure 6.6. Summary of Test Bugs 1st Try
On our first try, the software was able to successfully not bring any null data. For
example, if the patient is discharged from the hospital alive then the death date is null and should
not be shown in the discharge summary. Also, if the patient had not received a radiology test or
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pathology and so on, these records will be null and there is no need to have empty sections in the
discharge summary.
However, the system failed to bring all sections that have records and data that should be
part of the discharge summary, thus the followings are the bug we detected in the first run:
No data at all were imported for the sections: diagnosis info (initial and final diagnosis),
radiology order, pathology order, and drug order. While data such as gender, date of birth, and
nationality were not retrieved in the demographic info section, thus the software was able to
retrieve data partially.
Under the lab test results section, an outdated information was retrieved and included as a
part of the discharge summary. Data must be related to a patient-specific visit and no data should
be retrieved from prior visits (historical data). While the visit info section had an excess of
information that was deemed to be unnecessary for the purpose of creating the patient discharge
summary. Plans and issuing orders sentences should not appear under the hospital course and
management (part of the patient visit info). This information (orders and actions) should be kept
internally and the actual results of these orders and actions should be documented in the
discharge summary. For example, there is no need to have a phrase like “please prepare the
patient for possible surgery tomorrow”.
To solve the defects we found during our first try (as seen below in Figure 6.7), we have
modified the Python script through the following actions:
Action one: Modify Python script to retrieve full data related to diagnosis info record,
pathology order record, radiology order record, and drug order record. The edited query is
expected to import all data related to these sections and display them in the discharge summary.
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Action two: Modify Python query to retrieve the remaining data (gender, date of birth,
and nationality) from the demographic info file.
Action three: Write Python script to import data from lab test results record related to the
period between the admission and discharge date only.
Action four: Write a condition statement in Python script to ignore the following phrases
and the statements associated with them:
•

The order :(do…)

•

(PLAN:)

•

Copy paste texts (Repetitive information)

•

Anything related to future should be ignored: the patient needs UPPER GI… for possible
surgery…

Figure 6.7. Details of Unretrieved Sections After First Test Try
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After modifying the Python script to ensure retrieving all missing or incomplete data in our first
try, we ran the test again as follows:

Figure 6.8. Summary of Test Bugs 2nd Try
During our second try, we were successfully able to bring all sections of the discharge
summary. However, excess and duplicate data were imported as well.
Excess information: Pathology order, radiology order, and visit info sections retrieved
more data than required. For pathology and radiology, the query imported data related to medical
order id and protocol id. Although this information is stored in the pathology and radiology
sections, it should not be imported as part of these sections in the discharge summary. The
purpose of medical order id and the protocol id is to join the table of demographic info with the
pathology and radiology orders to show the relationships between these records. Treatment plan
was also imported as part of the hospital course and management under the visit info section.
Duplicate information: When we ran the query for the second time, the pathology section
brought the patient name, which should have only appeared under the demographic info section.
Although there is nothing wrong with retrieving the patient name again, doing so would not
satisfy the presentation criteria. The Python script was modified again after taking in
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consideration all points mentioned in the second run; the results of the third try are summarized
below:

Figure 6.9. Summary of Test Bugs 3rd Try
Omitting necessary duplicate information: we received defects in the hospital course and
management section when we handed the final discharge summary to the medical reviewer to
review this section. He was able to point out that some important information that justifies the
length of stay and a certain type of continuous treatment is missing. This happened because when
we modified the Python query after our first try to eliminate duplicate data, the query also
eliminated data that are redundant but still necessary to explain the status of the patient. For
example, a patient with continuous vomiting diagnosis (the patient still has attacks of vomiting)
should appear the next day if the patient still has those symptoms. Therefore, we modified the
script again to include redundant information if it was preceded by a word “still” and we ran the
test again and received a pass on our fourth try, as show in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10. Summary of Successful Software Test Cycle
By identifying and addressing all the findings, we have finished the testing cycle.
Reflection - Final Product
Testing the intelligent discharge summary software was insightful and necessary because
it was the moment of truth for all the efforts of this study starting from the diagnosis cycle to the
implementation cycle. It is important for the researcher and for other external users who might be
interested in this software and in addressing similar business complex problems in the same way
we approached the incompleteness data in the discharge summary evaluating the software
through testing cases to identify bugs and detect defects in the design of the software. however,
almost all software testing cases will not result in a successful attempt from the first try. Testing
cases is crucial as it compares actual results against expected results. Each time a test case is run
will solve some defects, or it might result in developing new defects or bugs. Test cases should
be continued with a consideration of time, effort and, most importantly, cost until the researcher
receives a successful attempt.
After testing the intelligent discharge summary software four times and addressing all
defects and bugs, now we have a fully functional and intelligent discharge summary system that
is able to extract data from the hospital database, process it, and transform it into an intelligent
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discharge summary that solves the incompleteness problem of the current discharge summary
and shows a complete patient story during a specific hospitalization period. Appendix K shows
the final version of the Intelligent Discharge Summary developed within the e-ADR project.
Learning
Diagnosing and designing any software that meets the outlined objectives and solves or
recommends a solution to an identified and challenging problem is a lengthy process. However,
this process would be enhanced and improved by moving from the design cycle into the
implementation cycle. While testing the selected cases, we have learned that our current design
would lead to defects and bugs and would not be able to run efficiently and successfully.
In every attempt of testing the software, we became aware of issues with the software that needs
to be addressed and solved. We did not expect all these bugs to be detected, as we narrowed our
discharge star schema to focus on a patient visit ERD. We had to modify the Python script query
to ensure all data was retrieved to achieve a complete, intelligent discharge summary.
Surprisingly, when we tested the software, excess and redundant information were
retrieved as well, although incomplete data in the discharge summary is not the same as
additional or excess data. However, holding both incomplete data in the discharge summary and
excess data in the discharge summary against the quality assurance standards, both discharges
will fail. Therefore, eliminating redundant and additional information will improve the
presentation of the discharge summary.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Introduction
The aim of this chapter and next one is to address the objectives of the research and
provide a summary of the study as well as present the research problem, the e-ADR
methodology, key findings, research contributions, limitations, and suggestions for future
research, as described below:

Figure 7.1. Overview of Research Project
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Overview of the Study
The study began by introducing the problem of incomplete documentation of the patient
discharge summary from the financial performance perspective. For claim submission to be
considered complete it should include a hard copy of a patient discharge summary, medical
invoice, and financial coverage or referral letter issued by the sponsor. To better understand this
problem, the researcher conducted a literature review and developed a theoretical framework, as
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. However, in the following two sections, we will
again review them briefly.
Literature Review
The literature review highlighted two areas; the problem domain and the solution domain.
Under the problem domain, the researcher focused on research and studies related to recordkeeping and documentation, privacy and security of medical records, and incompleteness of
medical records. All literature highlighted the importance of having complete medical records
through identifying various characteristics of medical documentation and record-keeping, as well
as emphasizing the role of integrity in ensuring the completeness, accuracy, and meaningfulness
of the data.
While on the solution domain, the researcher reviewed literature on reconciliation of
medical records and discharge summaries. Reconciliation of medical records tools had proven
the incompleteness issue among clinical records. On the other hand, many authors suggested the
need for an automated discharge summary that generates data from the database to produce a
complete discharge summary. However, both domain and solution problems failed to focus on
the need to meet the insurance providers’ requirements with regard to submitting complete
claims to avoid partial or complete reimbursements denial.
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Theoretical Framework
This project was conducted according to the design theory. The design theory is built on
the principle of making the phenomena under study generalizable. Gregor and Hevner (2013)
explained the importance of a design theory to reach a broad range of audiences and not be
limited to specific environment in order to contribute to both research and practice. Therefore,
how could the specific work on this project be generalized to a broader range of hospitals in east
Jerusalem to produce feasible and effective design? The need for building a design theory arises
from the need for a hospital to have data presented in a complete manner in the patient discharge
summary to support collection of reimbursements.
The East Jerusalem Hospitals Network (EJHN) was established in 1997 with a strong
goal to unify the health sector in East Jerusalem and consolidate the presence of its hospitals into
a network that could highlight their roles collectively. The EJHN consists of six hospitals: St.
John Eye Hospital, Augusta Victoria Hospital, Makassed Hospital, Red Crescent Hospital,
Prince Basma Center, and St. Joseph Hospital. These hospitals are the main providers of tertiary
health care for patients referred by the Palestinian Ministry of Health for services unavailable in
the West Bank and Gaza.
Since EJHN interacts with the same insurance providers, they have to be in compliance
with the same regulations and rules to meet the requirements and boundaries set by the insurance
companies. Thus, the design and implementation of an intelligent discharge summary at one
hospital are applicable to other hospitals in East Jerusalem. All hospitals across the country
(Israel & Palestine) are required to submit a hard copy and electronically-generated discharge
summary, as well as invoice and financial coverage, as discussed in Chapter 4. Designing an
artifact that helps hospitals produce a complete discharge summary that explains the story of the
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patient and justifies the treatment plan is potentially beneficial for all hospitals dealing with
health insurance providers. The artifacts created during this project serve the purpose of ensuring
all clinical and administrative data necessary to support the corrections of reimbursement
presented in the discharge summary. Therefore, there is a need for developing design principles
to make the outcome of this research generalizable and to foster similar practices in the region.
Design Principles (DP)
DP-1: The artifact should help completion of the discharge summary. In the literature
review chapter, the characteristics of complete medical documentation and record-keeping were
investigated and considered. Thus, the artifact was expected to make use of the existing data in
the hospital’s database.
DP-2: The artifact should facilitate effective auto-generated discharge summary as soon
as the patient discharges from the ward.
The timely auto-generation of the discharge summary would benefit all parties involved
in this scenario. The patient is party who most needs to walk out from the hospital with a
complete discharge summary that contains a complete description of all clinical and
administrative data. The job of medical coder will be easier and more accurate since there is no
need to investigate medical records thoroughly to identify any incompleteness. The billing
department will appreciate auto-generated complete discharge summary as it will expedite the
billing and collection processes.
DP-3: The system should facilitate managing data in the patient record. Supporting the
data using different exporting forms, such as CSV, Excel, Text, and HTML, is an important part
of the system. Data has also to be editable and not read-only.
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DP-4: The artifact should facilitate effective multiple data exporting format. For example,
the discharge summary should be exported in PDF, Excel, Text, CSV, HTML, and other formats.
This is to meet important insurance company requirements in receiving electronic data submitted
by the hospital. Clalit (one of the Israeli largest and oldest sick funds) generally requests data to
be sent using Text format while the Palestinian Ministry of Health would request the data to be
uploaded on the E-referral system by either using Text, CSV, or Excel formats.
DP-5: Integrable implementation of the software. The software has to be fully integrated
with the existing electronic health system. it should be implemented using the existing database
of the hospital and any data exported should be stored in the hospital database.
DP-6: The software should meet the security, integrity, and privacy requirements. The
security of patient records and data is a major concern for all healthcare units as any leak or
misuse of these data would lead to legality obligations and harm the reputation of the hospital.
DP-7: Maximized customizability of the artifact. The healthcare industry is a dynamic
environment where new information about treatment plans, updating codes, and new discoveries
occur frequently. In addition, different departments might request different discharge summary
formats. The insurance companies might also change their requirements for submitting claims.
Although hospitals around the globe and specifically in North America might not benefit directly
from the artifacts developed in this study due to different health insurance company claims
requirements. However, the artifacts designed in this study are still beneficial in describing the
patient story in a complete and comprehensive manner. The content of the discharge summary is
standardized almost in all care units. Every discharge summary should contain the same or
similar elements discussed in the patient entity ERD in Chapter 5. Extracting data through
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creating an XML file and process it by Python script provided an assurance that these tools work
effectively in completing the information in the discharge summary.
Gregor and Hevner (2013) argue that DSR project creates artifacts at different levels, as
outlined in Table 3.2. Design science research contributions range from specific artifacts at level
1 to generalized artifacts at level 2 to well-developed design theories at level 3. The seven design
principles mentioned in the previous paragraph can be further tested and extended to be nascent
design theory at level two. In this project, the researcher created a specific artifact at level 1 to
understand the flow of the information from admitting until discharging the patient. This artifact
was represented by a data documentation flow process, as discussed in great detail within
Chapter 4 section 4.3. Then, the researcher developed several artifacts that contribute to level 2,
beginning with developing a discharge summary star schema that evolved into to patient visit
entity ERD, transcribing this information by developing an XML file to extract data from the
hospital database, and processing this data using a Python script to produce an intelligent
discharge summary.
Generalization of Design Principles
To break even in the healthcare industry from operational revenue is almost impossible
especially for charitable, not-for-profit, and teaching hospitals in Jerusalem and around the world
as well. This is because the vision and mission of hospitals that are based on moral and ethical
foundations facing hardship in declining admitting patients with financial hardship cases.
Another dilemma that teaching hospitals have to deal with is the continued acceptance of new
residents whom they need to learn how to perform procedures according to multiple methods
such as surgical and laparoscopic options regardless of which procedure leads to more profit and
fewer complications. Generally, laparoscopic procedures are more favorable than surgical ones
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but senior physicians argue that teaching surgical procedures to new residents equipped with the
knowledge they need to work under any circumstances where laparoscopic equipment might not
be available. Residents will be responsible for documenting their work on the health
management information system and issuing the discharge summaries. In most cases, as have
been discussed thought this project, the discharge summary will be incomplete and insurance
providers will be happy to partially or completely reject the claim and refuse to reimburse the
hospitals for services provided to the referred patient. The reimbursement denial rate reached an
alarming rate of 16% of all claims submitted during the years 2018-2019 for two hospitals in
Jerusalem. The causes and reasons for reimbursement denials had been discussed in-depth in
Chapter 4. Throughout the researcher, extensive experience in the healthcare environment as an
external auditor with a focus on auditing hospitals and then leading the revenue cycle at multiple
hospitals in Jerusalem made the researcher aware of the incompleteness problem of the discharge
summary.
Research Method
To meet research rigorousness requirements, this project followed the e-ADR
methodology to study the problem of incompleteness data in the discharge summary. The entry
point for this research was at the problem-centered point phase in the diagnosis cycle then
proceed in an iterative way through the activities of Problem Formulation (P), Artifact Creation
(A), Evaluation (E), Reflection (R), and Learning (L) in the diagnosis, design, and
implementation cycles. In this project, the researcher followed the three cycles of the e-ADR
methodology with one diagnosis cycle, one design cycle, and one implementation cycle.
The first step in this project was the awareness of the problem through existing
knowledge the researcher acquainted from his long working professional experience in the
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healthcare industry by identifying incomplete data in the patient discharge summary that results
in rejecting claims by the health insurance companies, sick funds, and sponsors. Then, reviewing
peer-reviewed articles related to the problem and solution domain was the next step in gaining a
better understanding of the existing problem under research.
Following the literature review, the researcher developed a data documentation flow
process and patient summary use case in the diagnosis cycle. Then, he evaluated those artifacts
through conducting six structured interviews with stakeholders to confirm the understanding and
the diagnosis of the incompleteness problem of patient discharge summaries. In the reflection
and learning stage in the diagnosis cycle, a revised patient summary use case had been created to
reflect the outcome of the interviews and a table of discrepancies related to incompleteness of
discharge summary among medical records had been created.
Next, the researcher was able to develop two artifacts in the design cycle to solve the
problem of incompleteness data in the discharge summary to support the correctness of
reimbursements. The design was evaluated by seven structured interviews with five different
stakeholders than in the diagnosis cycle. Star schema discharge summary artifact was created
first and was evaluated by the IT department and the rest of the stakeholders. Then a patient visit
entity ERD was developed as a result of the reflection activity. To execute the data in the patient
visit ERD, the researcher with the help of the IT department developed an XML file to extract
data from the database of the hospital and presented it in CSV format.
To test the data extracted from the CSV format, a Python script had been created and
produced an intelligent discharge summary file that solves the incompleteness data issue in the
current discharge summary. This activity took place in the implementation cycle where the
software was tested four times in an interesting environment to ensure handling of all bugs
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created during the testing phase. Finally, after clearing all the bugs in the testing phase, a fully
working software that produces a complete intelligent discharge summary is the result of the
implementation stage.
Discussion
The findings of this project are classified into literature review findings and artifacts
findings. The literature review findings were discussed in Chapter 2 but, in this section, we will
provide an overview of the literature review findings.
Literature Review Findings
The purpose of the literature review process was to gain more knowledge and
understanding about the problem of incomplete data in healthcare settings. Other researchers
were able to confirm the existence of incomplete data in the healthcare records after the
Affordable Care Act (ACA) was introduced which requires auditing the healthcare clinical files
to identify incomplete issues in the medical record that lead to overpayments.
Pending or denial claims would be the result of failing to document the specific ICD 10
codes for a certain procedure. Revenue losses due to reimbursement denial caused by inaccurate
clinical documentation by residents had also been identified. Finally, incorrect documentation of
medications represent more than 40% of errors in medications which would lead to adverse
events.
Artifacts Findings
Following the literature review, two structured interviews were conducted to confirm the
diagnosis of the incomplete data in the discharge summary problem and to evaluate the design of
a patient visit ERD with an aim to produce an intelligent discharge summary that produces
complete data to support the correctness of reimbursements.
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In the first structured interviews that were conducted in the diagnosis cycle, practitioners
with strong healthcare backgrounds who work full time at one of the hospitals in Jerusalem were
able to confirm the understanding of literature review, data flow process, and patient summary
use case artifacts. Surprisingly, they added more incomplete issues related to data in the current
discharge summary which would directly contribute to the justifications of certain treatment
plans. Specifically, they indicated that the method of giving medications should be documented
in the discharge summary to justify the length of stay.
While in the second structured interviews that were conducted in the design cycle,
stakeholders evaluated the design of star schema discharge summary and evolved into patient
visit ERD that brings all data deemed to be necessary to be presented in a complete manner in
the discharge summary. The results of the structured interviews led to developing an XML file
that extracted data from the hospital database and transform it as a CSV file. Then, a Python
script was developed to process the data in the XML file to produce an intelligent discharge
summary that meets the requirement of presenting complete data.
Implication to Research
Researchers could benefit from this project by implementing the intelligent discharge
summary software as a tool to examine the existing clinical and administrative records against
the completeness criteria. Several studies have examined the reconciliation tool of mediations,
documentation of history of present illness and many more sections. However, by using the
intelligent discharge summary software it will give them the opportunity to investigate the health
records comprehensively. The design science theory created in this research could play an
important role in addressing the quality of care and patient safety from the angle of completeness
characteristic.
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Implication to Practice
There are several advantages from this research that could benefit practitioners in the
health care sector. First of all, the clinical reconciliation initial artifact provides an assertion tool
that detects discrepancies among patient records from the clinical and administrative sides that
could assist in ensuring all services provided to the patient during a specific visit has been
accounted for. Then, the patient visit ERD will benefit practitioners at other hospitals in
identifying all sections that need to be presented in the discharge summary to ensure
completeness and clear presentation of the patient discharge summary.
Finally, an intelligent discharge summary software would help hospitals in describing the
patient story in a complete manner that justifies the length of stay and the treatment plan which
would support the correctness of claiming process to secure reimbursements. In addition, the
intelligent discharge summary will expedite the process of discharging the patient by autogenerating the discharge summary based on the existing data in the database. This would also
help in expediting the process of billing and collection.
It is true that the implementation of any new system or change in a working mechanism
in any environment is always met with the risk of change and employees rejecting the idea of
implementing a new idea, as they are used to sticking to the daily work routine and rarely want
to leave it behind. In the application of the smart discharge summary, there will be no deviation
from this rule. This is because it will be a challenge to accept the idea of changing the
mechanism of generating patient discharge reports intelligently in many aspects. Those in charge
of writing regular patient discharge reports are opposed to issuing reports intelligently, as the
machine cannot replace the human being in this work. This is because the machine cannot be
trusted or relied upon in light of some conditions and caveats, especially when applied in
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politically volatile and unstable environments. In other words, mentioning a patient's information
without considering certain things and precautions could be harmful to them. Secondly, relying
on artificial intelligence for issuing reports may compromise the privacy of the patient. This may
result in the disclosure of personal information that the patient may not wish to share with the
insurance companies. Furthermore, issuing smart reports will require the payment of some sums.
This is an additional cost to the hospital. Right now, the doctor accepts no payment for supplying
the discharge report, and it is even considered routine work. Finally, issuing the report in this
manner will deprive students of learning how to issue and write medical reports. This is due to
the fact that the health environment is an advanced one, as well as the environment of insurance
companies, where there are always evolving requirements.
The answer to these challenges is summed up in the statement that the smart report is to
help the doctor clarify the full picture of the patient's treatment. IDS completely depends on the
information contained in the medical records of the patient. Additionally, the smart patient
discharge report can be adjusted by a doctor and is not submitted to insurance copanies until the
doctor reviews it. The benefits of applying this enhanced system vastly outweigh its costs and
requirements for its operation, as the deductions on claims amount to a significant percentage of
16%. Thirdly, this system is intelligent and adaptable, so it will be able to meet and keep pace
with future changes. Lastly, this system will not prevent doctors from learning how to write a
medical report. Instead, it will provide them with a complete copy of what should be the form of
the medical report. In this way, it can be used as a guide when writing reports.
Researchers can also benefit from implementing IDS when investigating medical records
through multiple channels. The IDS could assist them in identifying incomplete and weak areas
in reports that have already been established by the monitoring and evaluation department, the
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quality assurance department, and other departments. For instance, incident reports could be
evaluated for completeness. The completion of other reports, such as the appointment form, the
financial coverage request form, and the admission form, can also be evaluated. Incomplete
information can delay either the financial coverage or the future treatment plan of the patient.
Researchers will be able to measure completeness characteristics against a variety of forms to
identify issues relating to them.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
CONTRIBUTIONS, LIMITATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Contribution to Theory
This research was motived by the need for an implementable artifact that could reconcile
all clinical and administrative data to produce an intelligent discharge summary that presents the
data completely to support issuing claims to health insurance companies and other sponsors in a
complete manner with no missing important information in the discharge summary that justifies
the treatment plan of the patient. This tool would also help the hospital book its operational
revenues accurately and expedite the billing and collection process.
To meet these objectives, the researcher asked the following research questions:
1. What issues of incompleteness in hospital data lead to reimbursement denial?
2. How do we design an Intelligent Discharge Summary(IDS) to integrate hospital data
from multiple sources to support more effective hospital reimbursement?
3. How do we implement and demonstrate IDS in a real hospital application environment
and evaluate its impact?
The first research question deals with understanding the problem: why do hospitals in
Jerusalem face the problem of incompleteness data in the discharge summary that causes losing
revenue through claims rejections? To diagnosis this problem, the researcher conducted literature
reviews to gain more knowledge about this phenomenon and see what other people had
discussed and what solutions had they proposed. This problem was heavily researched and
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discussed but most researchers were focusing on the clinical side of the problem such as patient
safety, quality assurance, and other clinical contexts. However, there was little discussion on the
financial side of the problem. Following the literature review, the researcher developed two
artifacts and conducted six structured interviews to better diagnose the problem and determine
why this problem exists. The researcher was able to confirm discrepancies of the data among
medical records that contribute to incompleteness of data in the discharge summary.
Then the researcher addressed the second research question on how could a design of an
intelligent discharge summary solve the problem of incompleteness data in the current discharge
summary. To solve this problem, the researcher created two artifacts, star schema discharge
summary, and patient visit entity ERD. Those artifacts were evaluated through seven structured
interviews with highly knowledgeable stakeholders from the hospital. The design of the artifacts
produced an intelligent discharge summary by developing an XML file that extracted the data
from the database of the hospital and transformed it into a CSV file.
Finally, the researcher was able to implement the intelligent discharge summary at the
hospital database after solving all the bugs created during the testing process by developing a
Python script. The successful implementation of the software and the production of an intelligent
discharge summary that contains all data requested by stakeholders in the design cycle answer
the third question on how could an intelligent summary be intervened?
The application of design theory that was chosen as the theoretical framework for this
project was discussed in details in the previous chapters. However, in this section, we will
highlight research contribution to reflect the outcome of the study related to the research
opportunity. The design theory was applied in the development of the artifacts created during the
project to produce feasible and efficient tools that manage the incomplete data in the discharge
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summary. The artifacts were validated and confirmed through six structured interviews in the
diagnosis cycles, seven structured interviews in the design cycle, and during the implementation
cycle by having fully functional working intelligent discharge summary software.
Recalling Table 3.2, which provided design science research contribution types created
by Gregor and Hevner (2013), this research has a contribution at level 1 and level 2. This is
because there is a need for a more comprehensive model that detects discrepancies among
medical records to produce a complete discharge summary that enhances the hospital
reimbursements rate.

Figure 8.1. DSR Knowledge Contribution Framework (Gregor & Hevner, 2013)
By examining the DSR Knowledge Contribution Framework (Gregor & Hevner, 2013),
We conclude that this research developed new solution (intelligent discharge summary) for a
known problem (incomplete data in the discharge summary). Thus, we met the goal of DSR by
creating an enhanced solution for the existing research problem in the form of new intelligent
discharge summary that makes the outcome of the medical and administrative records more
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efficient and effective. Developing artifacts throughout this project falls into the improvements
quadrant which contributes to the knowledge base at levels 1 and 2. The e-ADR methodology is
among the best approaches to address business complex problems, and hence offering novel
solutions that are implementable through providing the researcher with the opportunity to
develop and iterative artifacts across the diagnosis, design, and implementation cycles.
Both of the models discussed in the literature review (SBAR and the Auto-Generated
Discharge Summary) use existing data and do not modify it; neither model indicates any
incompleteness of the data. To process and manipulate the data, IDS does not rely on a single
source of medical records. A clear picture of the patient's story will be provided by digging deep
into the medical records to examine physician and nurse daily notes.
Contribution to Practice
This study benefits professionals in the healthcare industry in so many different ways
with a focus on the financial side. The first contribution to practice comes from developing the
initial artifact in the form of a clinical and administrative reconciliation tool. The clinical and
administrative reconciliation tool works as a detection mechanism of discrepancies among the
medical records. This tool is more advanced than reconciliation tools discussed in the literature
review. Other reconciliation tools will focus on one section of the discharge summary as part of
their study scope. However, the tool created in this project detects discrepancies among all
sections of the discharge summary comprehensively. This tool also raises awareness of the
existing incompletion problem in the medical reports, which will help hospitals detect any
discrepancy on time and before submitting claims to insurance companies.
The second artifact that contributes to practice is the patient visit ERD. Creating this
diagram after being evaluated by highly knowledgeable stakeholders in the field of healthcare,
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provides hospitals with the sections, tables, attributes, and elements that should be found in the
discharge summary to be considered complete. This would not only benefit the financial team in
supporting their claims but also would contribute to the quality assurance department in having a
complete and standardized discharge summary.
The process of extracting data from the database and transforming it into a CSV file
based on the patient visit ERD through an XML file is another contribution to practice. This
process proves that data could be extracted and processed according to the criteria identified in
the discharge summary star schema and patient visit ERD. The XML file could be adopted by
other hospitals to create similar CSV file based on their needs and in compliance with sponsors’
requirements.
The key contribution to practice could be found in developing and modifying the Python
script to develop an intelligent discharge summary. The intelligent discharge summary is the
outcome of this project. It has many benefits to practice in form of ensuring completeness of
discharge summary that support the correctness of hospital reimbursements. It also could be an
added value in terms of ensuring that discharge summary is auto-generated based on the data in
the database directly without the need for human interaction. This means that the complete
discharge summary will be provided at the time of discharge and will be sent to the billing
department immediately to more quickly start the claims processing. Having a complete
discharge summary will minimize both the claims rejection rate and delaying the collection
process.
The current study is innovative in that the IDS and other study artifacts entail having a
machine do the work of the human by identifying incompleteness issues in medical records and
recommending a new and enhanced discharge summary based on the data documented by
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doctors in the physician notes. The machine will rephrase the paragraph written in the notes to be
suitably used in the context of the discharge summary. Based on this rephrased paragraph, it will
also omit unnecessary redundant information while keeping necessary and repeated information.
For example, if the patient is still experiencing pain, it must be documented every time it occurs
and included in the discharge summary. However, information regarding vital signs does not
need to appear in the discharge summary. Therefore, IDS will be able to generate complete
reports in a timely manner.
Limitations
Like all other research projects, this study is not without limitations. The first and most
important limitation is the bias resulting from having the researcher as a managerial-level
employee at one of the two hospitals being researched. Although it is important that all
stakeholders are highly knowledgably individuals in their field and have access to medical
records at the two hospitals being studied, the fact that the researcher is not an unaffiliated
individual could result in bias.
Another limitation comes from working at a specific hospital in Jerusalem. What applies to
hospitals in Jerusalem may not necessary to be applicable in other hospitals outside the region.
Although incompleteness of medical records is an issue that can be found all over the world, as
we seen in literature review, the impact of incompleteness of discharge summaries on financial
data in Jerusalem might not have the same as the impact of incomplete discharge summaries in
other countries, due to differences in billing and claims requirements.
Finally, the sample size is considered another limitation. Although we chose two different
interviewees for the structured interviews in the diagnosis and design cycle, we have not chosen
stakeholders from all departments of the hospital. For example, we have not chosen any
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stakeholder from the oncology department that might request special records or tables to be
presented in the discharge summary. The healthcare industry is complex with many different
specialties and sub-specialties that were not captured within this study.
Future Research
While this study focused on dealing with incompleteness issues in the discharge
summary. Accuracy is another important issue in medical records but, since inaccurate data is
beyond the experience of the researcher, this phenomenon has not been addressed in this project.
Inaccuracy could be defined as incorrect choice of treatment plan, up and down coding, and
incorrect mapping of codes related to specific procedures. This is very critical issue as it not only
leads to reimbursements denial but raises concerns regarding the quality of care provided.
Identifying accuracy issues in the patient discharge summary and the clinical data as well
requires experts, along with knowledge of the healthcare and medical practice. Throughout the
literature review and the research long term experience in the healthcare industry, an argument
question that arises from both the perspective of the care providers and funders is why do you go
about treating the patient this way? What made you choose this code over another code? The
treatment qualifies as a simple procedure, not a complicated one. Thus, choosing this code is
incorrect, and your claim is overbilled.
Future research in this area may include the full implementation of the Intelligent
Discharge Summary in multiple environments to evaluate and compare the results of the
intelligent discharge summary with the output of the current system. Therefore, the researcher
would be able to quantify the value of the intelligent discharge summary. As a result of
implementing an IDS and awaiting the results of submitting claim data to the insurance
companies, the researcher could show the data for before and after the IDS was implemented.
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Research opportunities could also be found in finding out why the current patient data is
organized in such a way that results in the failure to complete a discharge summary. The
following questions ask: what is the best method for reorganizing and structuring data in an
efficient, feasible, and cost-effective way to utilize the data in an improved manner? The patient
visit data file and the hospitalization record could be combined, for example, in order to produce
a single patient record that would describe the details of the patient visit and the hospitalization
without needing to repeat information as it is currently done in the hospital's existing data set.
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APPENDIX A:
LIST OF CASES WITHOUT NEED REFERRAL

Who is eligible for a full exemption?
1. In the following cases at all hours of the day:•
Each new fracture.
• Acute discharge of the shoulder or elbow.
• Jaw discharge.
• Injury that requires defraising by sewing or by alternative defraising method.
• Inhalation of a foreign body for the airways.
• Penetration of a foreign body into the eye.
Foreign body - there can also be a liquid or other mass provided that it is a substance whose
nature may cause significant eye damage.
• Treatment of cancers.
• Treatment of hemophilia diseases.
• Treatment of cystic fibrosis (CF).
• For family dysautonomy patients.
• Pregnant women who feel contractions of childbirth.
• Pregnant women with massive bleeding.
• Pregnant women at 25 weeks or later who do not feel fetal movements.
• Pregnant women 40 weeks or older who apply for women's screening or maternity screening
(general clients only).
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• Dialysis patients.
• Infants up to 2 months of age with a suddenly high fever (over 38.5 degrees).
• Following domestic violence.
• Following sexual assault.
• Juvenile diabetics with hypoglycemia (less than 60 mg/dD).
• Head trauma in children up to 2 years of age or in adults over the age of 70.
• If the referral to the emergency room was on Yom Kippur (from the eve of the holiday until it
left).
• A road accident victim who will come up with a permit from the police for the accident.
• A work accident victim who will come up with a certificate from his employer (Form B.L. 250)
for injury to work. B.L. 250 form valid: up to 24 hours from the date of impact. The form can be
given retroactively.
• An independent work accident victim who will come up with a certificate (Form B.L. 283) for
injury to work. B.L. Form 283 validity: up to 24 hours from the date of impact. The form can be
given retroactively.
• A customer who was admitted to a hospital or acute hospitalization, even if he did not have a
medical letter and/or commitment form (Form 17).
Acute hospitalization is an outpatient alternative to a hospital and is defined as a time-limited
treatment.
• Customers evacuated to the hospital by a Magen David-Adom ambulance from the street or
from another public place due to a sudden incident.
A defined "public place" : a road, structure, space, a place of transportation, etc. that all or part of
the public or part of has free access to or paid access to).
• A customer referred to the emergency room by a NATAN doctor (intensive care unit) or by a
paramedic along with a report by the NATAN medical team or at an ICU (intensive care
ambulance) that includes a doctor's signature or a paramedic's signature.
• The client is a pretrial detainee and arrives at the emergency room with a referral signed by an
ISA doctor or a doctor of the police.
• The client is a police officer or a guard who contacts the emergency room while the clinics are
closed with a referral signed by an ISA doctor or a police doctor.
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• The client contacted the emergency room at a general hospital on the orders of the district
psychiatrist or by court order as part of a criminal proceeding.
• The client contacted the emergency room at a general hospital with a doctor's referral for the
purpose of a psychiatric examination.
• The client went to a psychiatric emergency room in a psychiatric hospital.
• A student who was injured at the school or on a school trip ("school accident") with permission
from the school. Certificate validity: up to 24 hours from the date of impact.
("School" defined: preschotrual preschochoat, preschotic, preschochont, elementary school,
middle school, secondary school, boarding schools and teachers' seminaries. Defined "student":
schoolboy by definition of "school").
• The client died in the emergency room.
2. In the following cases, a full exemption is granted only at the hours specified next to each
case:
• The customer arrived with a medical letter from a doctor and/or with Form 17 (commitment
form) - the validity of the referral will be from the moment of issue until 24:00 the next day.
• The customer arrived with a letter from a village nurse (and was not hospitalized) - the validity
of the referral will be from the moment of issue until 24:00 the next day (a letter from a
municipal clinic nurse or medic does not grant an exemption from payment).
• Referral sent in advance by general focused nurse CALL - The referral will only be valid for up
to 8 hours provided it is issued before the time of arrival at the emergency room.
• Documented referral received from General’s “Pediatricians Online “service (weekdays from
4pm to 6am the next day. Referral is valid until 08:00. weekends and holidays from 1pm to 6am
on Sunday or the weekday after the holiday. Referral is valid until 08:00 the morning after the
weekend or holiday, but no more than 24 hours after the referral).
• Documented referral received from Clalit's "Family Doctor Online "service (every evening
from 16:00 to 24:00. The referral is valid until 08:00 the next morning or until 08:00 the morning
after the weekend or holiday, but no more than 24 hours from 24 hours after the referral).
• Documented referral received from Clalit's "Dermatologist Online "service (Sunday to 20:00
to 24:00. Referral is valid until 08:00 the following morning).
3. In the following cases, a full exemption is given when the emergency room is contacted at
night (between 19:00 and 7:00 the next day), or on weekends and holidays (from 12:00
noon on the eve of the holiday or Shabbat until 7:00 the day after the Sabbath or holiday):
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• Urinating that requires the insertion of a catheter.
• Asthma attack.
• Epileptic event.
• Transient stroke (TIA) which did not require hospitalization.
• Bite, bite or bite an animal.
• Poisoning of drugs or chemicals.
• Massive bleeding from the nose or digestive system.
• Clinically defined condition as SYNCOPE.
• Burn.
• Pregnant women up to week 39 (inclusive) who apply for women/maternity screening.
* In all cases in Section 3 (except for pregnant women), if the visit was at other times, you can
retroactively contact the clinic and request a full exemption.
At the discretion of the clinic manager, it will be decided whether to grant a full exemption or a
partial exemption (payment only on a sorting fee).
4. In the following cases, a full exemption is granted when general clinics and emergency
centers are closed:
• Seizures due to high fever.
• To repair plaster wearing made 24 hours earlier.
The full exemption in these situations is granted retroactively by the clinic
manager.
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APPENDIX B:
ISRAELI MINISTRY OF HEALTH PRICE LIST

Figure 1.A. Israeli Ministry of Health Price List
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APPENDIX C:
CARDINALITY
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APPENDIX D:
XML FILE

<schema
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.example.org/PatientVisit"
xmlns:pv="http://www.example.org/PatientVisit"
elementFormDefault="qualified">
<element name="PATIENTINFO">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="VISITINFO" minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name="VISITINFOID" type="ID"/>
<element name="VISITINFONO" type="string"
/>
<element name="SPONSORID" type="int" />
<element name="AGREEMENTID" type="int"
/>
<element name="DISCHARGETYPE"
type="int" />
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<element name="STATUS" type="int" />
<element name="REFERRALNO"
type="string"/>
<element name="ADMISSIONTYPE"
type="int" />
<element name="VISITTYPE" type="int" />
<element name="REFERRALDATE"
type="date" />
<element name="VISITDEPARTMENT"
type="int"/>
<element name="DOCTORID" type="int" />
<element name="VISITDATE" type="date" />
<element name="DISCHARGEDATE"
type="date" />
<element name="NOTE" type="string" />
<element
name="HOSPITIALIZATIONSTARTDATE" type="date"/>
<element name="HOSPITALIZATIONDEPT"
type="string"/>
<element
name="HOSPITALIZATIONENDDATE" type="date"/>
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="DRUGORDERS" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
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<complexType>
<all>
<element name="DRUGORDERID" type="int"
/>
<element name="MEDICALORDERID"
type="ID" />
<element name="GIVENDRUGCODE"
type="string" />
<element name="GIVENDRUGNAME"
type="string" />
<element name="GIVENDRUGUNIT"
type="string" />
<element name="GIVENDRUGQTY"
type="int" />
<element name="DRUGDOSE" type="int" />
<element name="DRUGFREQUENCY"
type="int" />
<element name="DRUGROUTE" type="string"
/>
<element name="DRUGFORM" type="string"
/>
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="LABTESTRESULTS" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
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<complexType>
<all>
<element name="LABTESTID" type="ID" />
<element name="MEDICALORDERID"
type="int" />
<element name="TESTID" type="int" />
<element name="NOTE" type="string" />
<element name="UNIT" type="string" />
<element name="MINVALUE" type="string" />
<element name="MAXVALUE" type="string"
/>
<element name="RESULTVALUE"
type="string" />
<element name="RESULTCOMMENT"
type="string" />
<element name="DATERESULT" type="date"
/>
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="RADIOLOGYEXAMSRESULTS" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name="RADEXAMID" type="ID" />
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<element name="MEDICALORDERID"
type="int" />
<element name="EXAMENAME"
type="string" />
<element name="EXAMECODE" type="string"
/>
<element name="EXAMRESULT"
type="string" />
<element name="EXAMDATE" type="date" />
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="HOSPITALIZATIONINFO" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name="HOSPITALIZATIONID"
type="ID" />
<element name="DEPARTMENTID"
type="int" />
<element name="ROOMID" type="int" />
<element name="DISCHARGETYPE"
type="string" />
<element name="BEDID" type="int" />
<element name="REASON" type="string" />
</all>
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</complexType>
</element>
<element name="OPERATIONRESULTSINFO" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name="OPERATIONPROCID"
type="ID" />
<element name="MEDICALORDERID"
type="int" />
<element name="OPERATIONCODE"
type="string" />
<element name="SURGEONID" type="int" />
<element name="OPERATIONDATE"
type="date" />
<element name="OPERATIONICDCODE"
type="string" />
<element name="RESULT" type="string" />
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="BLOODUNITINFO" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<all>
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<element name="BLOODPRODUCTID"
type="ID" />
<element name="MEDICALORDERID"
type="int" />
<element name="PRODUCTNO" type="string"
/>
<element name="PRODUCTNAME"
type="string" />
<element name="PRODUCTUNIT"
type="string" />
<element name="PRODUCTQTY" type="int"
/>
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="MEDICALORDER" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name="MEDICALORDERID"
type="ID" />
<element name="VISITINFOID" type="int" />
<element name="TYPE" type="string" />
<element
name="SENDERORGANIZATIONID" type="int" />
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<element name="SENDERDOCTORID"
type="int" />
<element name="SENDINGDATE" type="date"
/>
<element name="SENDINGNOTE"
type="string" />
<element name="STATUS" type="string" />
<element name="RECEIVINGNOTE"
type="string" />
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="PATHOLOGYORDERS" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name="PATHORDERID" type="ID"
/>
<element name="MEDICALORDERID"
type="int" />
<element name="TESTCODE" type="string" />
<element name="TESTNAME" type="string" />
<element name="TESTDATE" type="date" />
<element name="TESTFINDINGS"
type="string" />
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<element name="TAKENPLACE"
type="string" />
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="DIAGNOSISINFO" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<all>
<element name="DIAGNOSISID" type="ID" />
<element name="INTIALDIAGNOSISCODE"
type="string" />
<element name="INTIALDIAGNOSISNAME"
type="string" />
<element name="FINALDIAGNOSISCODE"
type="string" />
<element name="FINALDIAGNOSISNAME"
type="string" />
</all>
</complexType>
</element>
</sequence>
<attribute name="PATIENTNO" type="ID" use="required" />
<attribute name="PATIENTINFOID" type="int" use="required"/>
<attribute name="IDENTIFICATIONNO" type="string" use="required"/>
<attribute name="NAME" type="string" use="required"/>
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<attribute name="BIRTHDATE" type="date" use="required"/>
<attribute name="DEATHDATE" type="date" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="BIRTHPLACE" type="int" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="NATIONALITY" type="int" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="SEX" type="pv:sex" use="required"/>
<attribute name="BLOODGROUP" type="int" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="MARITALSTATUS" type="int" use="optional"/>
</complexType>
</element>
<simpleType name="sex">
<restriction base="string">
<enumeration value="M" />
<enumeration value="F" />
<enumeration value="O" />
<enumeration value="U" />
</restriction>
</simpleType>
</schema>
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APPENDIX E:
PYTHON FILE

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*import pandas as pd
from datetime import date
import math
def calculateAge(birthDate):
today = date.today()
age = today.year - birthDate.year -((today.month, today.day) <(birthDate.month,
birthDate.day))
age = str(age)+" Years"
return age
#Data
#radio = pd.read_excel("Data/1091509 radio.xls")
#blood = pd.read_excel("Data/blood 1091509.xls")
#hospital = pd.read_excel("Data/hos 1091509.xls")
lab = pd.read_excel("Data/Lab 1091509 (1).xls")
#operation = pd.read_excel("Data/ope 1091509.xls")
#pathology = pd.read_excel("Data/path1091509.xls")
#vist_info = pd.read_excel("Data/visit info 1091509.xls")
demographic = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=0)
visitInfo = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=1)
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hospital = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=2)
drug = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=3)
pathology = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=4)
labTest = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=5)
radiology = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=6)
operationUlts = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=7)
bloodUnit = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=8)
diagnosis = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=9)
management = pd.read_excel("Data/Patient expierment.xlsx",sheet_name=10)
#department = list(visitInfo["HOSPITALIZATIONDEPT"].values)
#department = list(set(department))
#
lab_columns = lab.columns
lab_dates = list(lab_columns[2:])
f = open("Data/discharge_summary.txt","w")
f.write("{:^100s}".format("PATIENT'S HOSPITAL REPORT"))
f.write("\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>10s}{:>49s}".format("Patient Name:
",demographic["NAME"][0],"Specialist: "))
f.write("\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>5s}{:>10s}{:>56s}{:>5s}".format("Gender:
",demographic["SEX"][0],str(calculateAge(demographic["BIRTHDATE"][0])),"Admission Date:
",visitInfo["HOSPITALIZATIONSTARTDATE"][0].strftime("%m/%d/%Y")))
f.write("\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>10s}{:>59s}{:>5s}".format("Hospital No:
",str(int(hospital["HOSPITALIZATIONID"][0])),"Discharge Date:
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",visitInfo["HOSPITALIZATIONENDDATE"][4].strftime("%m/%d/%Y")))
f.write("\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>10s}{:>62s}".format("ID:
",str(int(demographic["PATIENTNO"][0])),"Follow Up Date: "))
f.write("\n")
f.write("Department: "+"\n")
for i in range(0,len(visitInfo["HOSPITALIZATIONDEPT"])):
f.write(visitInfo["HOSPITALIZATIONSTARTDATE"][i].strftime("%m/%d/%Y")+" "
+visitInfo["HOSPITALIZATIONDEPT"][i]+" " +
visitInfo["HOSPITALIZATIONENDDATE"][i].strftime("%m/%d/%Y")+"\n")
f.write("Initial Diagnosis:"+"\n\n")
f.write("Cheif Complaints \ Reason of Admission:"+"\n\n")
f.write("History of Present Illness:"+"\n\n")
f.write("ALLERGY:"+"\n\n")
f.write("Physical Examination:"+"\n\n")
f.write("Pathology"+"\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>30s}{:>30s}{:>30s}".format("Medical Order ID","Test Code","Test
Name","Test Date"))
f.write("\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>30s}{:>45s}{:>20s}".format(str(pathology["MEDICALORDERID"][0]),patho
logy["TESTCODE"][0],pathology["TESTNAME"][0],pathology["TESTDATE"][0].strftime("%m/%d/%
Y")))
f.write("\n")
f.write("\n")
f.write("Radiology"+"\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>30s}{:>30s}".format("Exam Code","Exam Name","Exam Date"))
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f.write("\n")
for i in range(0,len(radiology["EXAMNAME"])):

f.write("{:<10s}{:>30s}{:>30s}".format(radiology["EXAMCODE"][i],radiology["EXAMNAME"][i
],radiology["EXAMDATE"][i].strftime("%m/%d/%Y")))
f.write("\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>5s}".format("Exam Result:",radiology["EXAMRESULT"][i]))
f.write("\n")
f.write("\n")
f.write("Hospital Management & Course:"+"\n\n")
f.write("Significant Lab Results:"+"\n")
f.write("{:^10s}{:>23s}{:>47s}{:>25s}{:>25s}".format("Date", "Test Name", "Result",
"Normal Value", "Note"))
f.write("\n")
for i in lab_dates:
for j in range(len(lab)):
if(type(lab[i][j])==str):
f.write("{:<10s}{:>23s}{:>47s}{:>25s}".format(i,lab["Test Name"][j],
str(lab[i][j]),lab["Normal Value"][j]))
f.write("\n")
f.write("\n")
f.write("OPERATIONS / PROCEDURES:"+"\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>30s}{:>25s}{:>25s}{:>25s}".format("Operation
Code","Operation/Procedure Name","Date","ICD-10","Instrument Used"))
f.write("\n")
for i in range(0,len(operationUlts["Operation Name"])):
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f.write("{:<10s}{:>30s}{:>25s}".format(str(operationUlts["OPERATIONCODE"][i]),str(opera
tionUlts["Operation
Name"][i]),str(operationUlts["OPERATIONDATE"][i].strftime("%m/%d/%Y"))))
f.write("\n")
f.write("\n")
f.write("Medications in Hospital:\n")
f.write("{:<10s}{:>30s}{:>25s}{:>25s}{:>25s}{:>25s}{:>25s}".format("Drug Code","Drug
Name","Drug Unit","Drug Qty","Drug Dose","Drug Frequency","Drug Route"))
f.write("\n")
for i in range(0,len(drug["GIVENDRUGNAME"])):
code = str(drug["GIVENDRUGCODE"][i])
name = drug["GIVENDRUGNAME"][i]
if(type(drug["GIVENDRUGUNIT"][i])==str):
unit = drug["GIVENDRUGUNIT"][i]
else:
unit = "-"
if(math.isnan(drug["GIVENDRUGQTY"][i])):
qty = "-"
else:
qty = str(drug["GIVENDRUGQTY"][i])
if(type(drug["DRUGDOSE"][i])==str):
dose = drug["DRUGDOSE"][i]
else:
dose = "-"
if(type(drug["DRUGFREQUENCY"][i])==str):
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fre = drug["DRUGFREQUENCY"][i]
else:
fre = "-"
if(type(drug["DRUGROUTE"][i])==str):
route = drug["DRUGROUTE"][i]
else:
route = "-"

f.write("{:<10s}{:>30s}{:>25s}{:>25s}{:>25s}{:>25s}{:>25s}".format(code,name,unit,qty,d
ose,fre,route))
f.write("\n")
f.write("\n")
f.write("Final Diagnosis:\n\n")
f.write("Status on Discharge:\n\n")
f.write("Recommendations/Instructions/Follow-up: (Including Diet):\n\n")
f.write("Report Info:\n\n")
f.close()
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APPENDIX F:
TEST CASE TEMPLATE COPYRIGHT PERMISSION
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APPENDIX G:
TABLES AND DIAGRAMS COPYRIGHT PERMISSION
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APPENDIX H:
SUPPORT LETTER
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APPENDIX I:
FINAL VERSION OF INTELLIGENT DISCHARGE SUMMARY

Patient Discharge Summary
Patient Demographic
Name:
Birth Date:
Birth Place:
Sex:
Death Date:

Patient No.:
Identification No.:
Blood Group:
Marital Status:
Nationality:

Visit Info
Visit No.:
Visit Date:
Sponsor ID.:
Visit Department:
Doctor ID.:
Admission Type:
Status:
Hospitalization Department

Visit Type:
Discharge Date:
Agreement ID.:
Referral No.:
Referral Date:
Discharge Type:
Note:
Start Date

End Date

Diagnosis Info
Initial Diagnosis Code:

Final Diagnosis Code:

Initial Diagnosis Name:

Final Diagnosis Name:

Hospitalization Info
Chief Complaints\ Reason of Admission

History of Present Illness
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Allergy

Physical Examination

Hospital Course and Management

Lab Test Results
Date
Test
Result
ID

Unit

Blood Unit Info
Blood
Product ID

Min Value

Max Value

Product Name

Operation Results Info
Operation
Operation ICD
Date
Code

Result
Value

Result
Comment

Product Unit

Product Qty

Operation Name

Result

Drug Orders
Code

Name

Unit

Qty

Dose

Frequency

Route

Form

Radiology Exam Results
Date

Code

Name

Result

Pathology Orders
Date

Code

Name

Findings
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Taken
place

Report Info
Consultant Name, Stamp & Signature

Resident Name, Stamp & Signature
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